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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key facts about the North by Northwest contemporary visual arts network in Cumbria and
Lancashire:

There are 12 organisations in NbyNW
They represent a combined presence
in their communities of 690 years
(which makes them, on average, 58
years old)
They have a collective organisational
turnover of £8.8 million and employ
more than 100 people, full-time, and
approximately 40 part-time
The area is home to 1.94 million people

The 12 organisations put on more
than 80 significantly scaled
exhibitions and events each year,
reach an audience of more than 3.5
million people per year, and actively
enable approximately 80,000 people
per year to participate in projects,
and have an online audience of close
to 1 million people.
They receive at present
approximately £1 million of Arts
Council RFO (regularly funded
organisation) investment. As a result
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of recent cuts this is due to be cut by
£433,651 (43%) by 2012-13.
Local authority investment in core
running costs varies significantly
from one area to another.
The bottom line is that local
taxpayers are getting very good value
for money from contemporary visual
arts.
Local authority investment unlocks
Arts Council investment and other artsspecific funding. We call this the ‘art
fundraising elevator’. The local
authority investment shows
commitment and is the seed capital
that unlocks a chain of value.
The 12 organisations undertake
activities that attract art-specific

project funding of more than £2m per
year. 80% of which is spent in the
local communities (£4.8m).
These organisations also play a role
in attracting other investment into
projects or buildings, with more than
£20 million of investment directly
supported by, or inspired, by these
organisations in the past 5 years in
Cumbria and Lancashire.
A conservative estimate of the direct
economic impact of the organisations
is in the region of £8 million per year
(the true figure in some years may be
more than £20 million).
With even a modest multiplier effect
the 12 contemporary visual arts
organisations are probably
supporting 340 jobs across Cumbria
and Lancashire.
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The arts are a luxury item aren’t they?
We are living through the most severe financial crisis
since the 1930s. Public spending cuts, being
implemented at present, are the deepest in living
memory. So it is not surprising that ‘the arts’ are
suffering through this process. For many people the
arts are perceived as a ‘luxury’: something worthy of
modest investment in the good times, but effectively
an indulgence in times of austerity.
It is, in short, perhaps inevitable that a ‘luxury’ item
like the arts is well down the list of priorities, and,
conversely, high on the list of things to withdraw
investment from. Few would argue that the arts are
more worthy of limited public funding than keeping
teachers in schools, nurses in hospitals, caring for the
elderly or infirm, or fixing potholes in the roads...
Legitimate questions are thus being asked of the arts:
It’s grim up North, who needs art?
Why do communities like Lancaster, Barrow,
Preston, Ulverston, Carlisle, Burnley, Kendal,
Coniston or Blackpool need the contemporary
visual arts? Why not just leave these things to the
large metropolitan areas: to Manchester, Liverpool,
or even London, Paris or New York? After all, aren’t
these the only places that can really afford to invest in
the contemporary visual arts? What good does art do
us anyway? Is it good value for money?

This report, and the research it is based upon
(Commissioned in February 2011), investigates the
value of the contemporary visual arts to the cities,
towns and villages of Cumbria and Lancashire. An
area that has a population of 1.94 million (more than
the combined city populations of Glasgow, Liverpool,
Manchester and Edinburgh.
A key ingredient for socio-economic development
The findings suggest that the social, cultural and
economic value of the arts is often badly
communicated and badly understood, and that, as a
result, arts investment is being reduced with
potentially damaging long-term effects for
communities. Much of the questioning and cynicism
emerges from misunderstandings about what the arts
are, what they are for, what they can do, and their
value to places that face significant and immediate
social and economic challenges.
This report seeks to explain that the arts need to be
understood as being critical ingredients in the
contemporary identity of communities; an essential
element of what makes a place attract and retain
investment, talent and trade. When the arts are
understood in this wider context, they cease to seem
like ‘luxuries’ and start to look like some of the most
important and strategic investments a community can
make. The deeper the social and economic
challenges a community faces, the greater the need
for creative and imaginative solutions.

The 10 benefits of contemporary visual arts
The full report demonstrates the 10 social, cultural and economic benefits of the contemporary
visual arts. All the NbyNW member organisations deliver against several of these benefits:
Benefit One
Changing the way places look

Benefit Six
Connecting communities to the world

Through having a profound impact on the visual identity of
different communities

Through showcasing communities and distinctive local
approaches on the world stage

Benefit Two
Creating better communities to live in

Benefit Seven
Engaging people in other agendas

Through providing a key element in ‘quality of life’ and
through resulting in healthier, prouder, more cohesive
communities

Through working with partners in other sectors to deliver
better services/products and to engage audiences

Benefit Three
Attracting and retaining talent, trade and
investment
Through providing ‘must have’ cultural experiences that
are key determinants of inward investment and attracting
and retaining high value skilled workers

Benefit Eight
Changing perceptions of place
Through creating boldly different and distinctive new
identities and facilities for places and communities

Benefit Nine
Changing the way people think, see and act

Benefit Four
Attracting higher value tourists

Through challenging, inspiring and stimulating people
with new (or old) ideas, ways of seeing, and acting in
relation to the world

Through attracting culturally motivated visitors who have a
per-trip-spend that is nearly double that of other market
segments

Benefit Ten
Creating art for its own sake

Benefit Five
Stimulating a creative economy
Through providing a stimulus and resource to the
commercial creative industries

Providing a basic human ‘need’ which has been part of
communities for many centuries

There is a growing demand for artistic influence
There is an unspoken suspicion amongst some
external stakeholders that contemporary arts
organisations exist purely for their own benefit, and
strive to invent a rationale for their own existence.
Our research suggests (though it is not well
understood externally) that these organisations are
subject to significant external demand for their skills,
perspective and knowledge.
This is because a whole range of other sectors and
initiatives now recognise that effective delivery
requires creative ways of engaging and motivating
people. So contemporary visual arts organisations in
Cumbria and Lancashire are involved in a wide range
of initiatives from re-inventing the way visitors
experience historic sites, to re-designing school
playgrounds, to breathing new life into village halls,
to inspiring people to engage with digital
technologies, to working on housing renewal
projects, to making forests or town centres more
interesting places to visit… This evidence of external
demand suggests that the 10 benefits identified in this
report are well understood by some stakeholders.
The contemporary visual arts have never been so
needed in Cumbria and Lancashire
Our research suggests that the communities of
Cumbria and Lancashire have never needed the
contemporary visual arts so badly as now. There is a

Rooted and trusted local arts organisations
A key issue emerging from this research is that for
contemporary visual arts organisations to effectively
meet this demand there is great value in their being
rooted within local communities and landscapes,
having the trust and understanding that can come
with working within a community for many years. This
rootedness is significant, with most of these
organisations having been in their communities for
many decades, some for more than a century. To lose
these rooted local arts organisations would be a
waste of historic investment, and would severely
lesson the ability to provide the community benefits
that often flow from the work. In other words, the
contemporary visual arts cannot be parachuted in
from elsewhere. It is also significant that this
rootedness is at the heart of the best contemporary
visual art works, which responds to the local
environment and community and produces work of
global acclaim. This is, after all, some of the most
interesting industrial and rural landscapes in the
world and has long inspired globally important art
and ideas.
powerful and pressing need for imagination and
creativity to be applied to the futures of these
communities, and for old ways of thinking and doing
to be challenged. The alternative is a depressing
acceptance of economic and cultural mediocrity. The
failure to invest in the arts is part of a wider inability
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to embrace changes that would make this region
globally competitive and distinct.
The artist’s creative process is invaluable
The key point is that artists can bring valuable
perspectives and approaches to social and economic
development processes. By engaging with
contemporary visuals artists the communities of
Cumbria and Lancashire can create a distinctive,
original and authentic future, rather than simply
aping outdated or inappropriate regeneration
models from elsewhere. The lesson of the past
decade has been that there is a tendency to look at
the output of creativity elsewhere and then to
demand the same output, the we-want-one-of-those
approach to culture and creativity. But each
successive copycat project is progressively less
interesting and effective – what is needed instead is a
process of creative development that results in
genuinely new and creative solutions to structural
social and economic challenges. You don’t have to be
an artist to build imitations of the Angel of the North,
Tate Modern, or Guggenheim because anyone with
sufficient resources can do that to squeeze the last
drops of value out of a creative idea that was relevant
to somewhere else in the past. But to develop new
models for development that reflect local
circumstances, local culture and ideas, and
distinctive local landscapes, it really helps to be an
artist, or to work with them. The power of the process
cannot be underestimated.

The contemporary visual arts can powerfully
shape perceptions of communities – the buzz
Cumbria and Lancashire need the contemporary
visual arts as an important part of that process of
change. It is the accepted wisdom for major cities that
competing internationally for talent, investment and
trade requires a dynamic and vibrant cultural offer.
The evidence suggests that this is equally true of
smaller cities, or towns and villages. Dynamic and
successful communities understand that their cultural
identity (their brand, if you like) is a critical asset.
In this sense a city, town or village, is like any other
product, it has to work very hard at not only being
functionally effective, but also at communicating why
it is better than other products. Investing in activities
and experiences that enhance that identity and
communicate a cultural and creative ‘buzz’ is not a
luxury, but a staple that is recognised worldwide.
To opt-out is to accept decline and failure
Can the cities, towns and villages of Cumbria and
Lancashire opt-out of this global process? Can they
simply focus on the immediately necessary, and
functional? Can they ignore their cultural reputation,
their identity and their profile? We would suggest
that, based on evidence from around the world, the
answer to this question is a categorical NO. The arts
are not outside economics, they lie right at the heart
of effective social and economic development.
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It’s not about whether you like the art or not
External stakeholders are confusing whether they
like specific art works and approaches, with whether
the existence of art and arts organisations works for
society. This report encourages external
stakeholders to consider the value of the arts outside
of its aesthetic or ‘high brow’ context, and think about
why it is important to communities in Cumbria and
Lancashire, and what kind of statement it sends to the
people in these communities if we ‘opt-out’ of, and
turn our backs on, the contemporary visual arts.
Embrace the contemporary or fall behind
The truth is that these communities need the
contemporary visual arts every bit as much as, and
perhaps more than, other larger and more urban
communities. There are signs in the past decade that
the communities of the North West above Manchester
and Liverpool have been falling behind in the race to
attract and retain investment, talent and trade, and
that their GVA rates have diverged from that of the
rest of the UK. Part of the explanation for this is almost
certainly the lack of the appropriate cultural and
creative conditions for attracting and retaining high
value knowledge-based enterprises. The cities
(particularly those with over 100,000 residents) have
been able to create the conditions for the creative
revolution. Dispersing this new creative economy
across the rest of the world is a challenge for us all.

This is not just for cities
The perception that cities are the only worthwhile
place for the contemporary visual arts is mistaken. It
suggests a mistaken loss of faith in the cultural and
creative contribution of more provincial areas. The
irony is that the contemporary visual arts have been
an important part of these communities for many
decades. Community elders from as far back as the
18th and 19th century believed that the pride of their
town demanded they had an large and ornate art
gallery, and bought and commissioned
contemporary art works to display in it.

A question
Is this really going to be the age in
which this faith in the arts is
abandoned, at the very moment
when culture and creativity are
arguably more important than ever
before in socio-economic terms?
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About this report
Welcome to Why Art Works: The value of the
contemporary visual arts in Lancashire and Cumbria.
This evaluation study was commissioned by North by
NorthWest, a consortium of 12 publicly funded visual
arts organisations who have come together to
support, promote and develop the contemporary
visual arts in Lancashire and Cumbria. The member
organisations are:
Art Gene, Barrow
folly, Lancaster
Forestry Commission, Grizedale Forest
Grizedale Arts, Coniston
Grundy Art Gallery, Blackpool
Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston
Lakeland Arts Trust, Kendal?
Lanternhouse, Ulverston
Mid Pennine Arts, Burnley
Peter Scott Gallery, Lancaster
Storey Gallery, Lancaster
Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery, Carlisle
The member organisations are all different in terms
of size, structure and offer; however we are all
passionate about contemporary visual arts. We
believe it contributes to a distinct sense of place, both

within the region and in a national and international
context. North by NorthWest is sector led and is part
of the national Turning Point Network.
The aim of this report was to evaluate the economic,
social and cultural impacts of the contemporary visual
art elements of the member organisations. This is an
incredibly complex task, especially as each
organisation is so completely different, however we
all enrich the cultural vibrancy of Lancashire and
Cumbria.
Our sincere thanks go to: James Rebanks for
providing a clear and persuasive narrative that
robustly demonstrates the short and long term
impacts and value of the contemporary visual arts;
Chris Dessent and the team at Creative Concern for
translating this epic research into such a concise,
attractive and compelling document; and Arts
Council England, Cumbria County Council and
Lancashire County Council for contributing funds
towards this study.
We know this is a difficult economic climate, however
we hope this report will encourage stakeholders to
have faith in the value of art; that it will provide
decision makers with the evidence they need to
5

continue to support and invest in the contemporary
visual arts; and that the communities of Lancashire
and Cumbria will be proud champions of their
ambitious, unique and innovative contemporary
visual arts offer. Art matters, it makes us who we are.
Lindsay Taylor
Chair of North by NorthWest
Exhibitions Officer, Harris Museum and Art
Gallery

Art Gene, Barrow
www.artgene.co.uk
folly, Lancaster
www.folly.co.uk
Forestry Commission, Grizedale Forest
www.forestry.gov.uk/grizedalehome
Grizedale Arts, Coniston
www.grizedale.org
Grundy Art Gallery, Blackpool
www.grundyartgallery.com
Harris Museum & Art Gallery, Preston
www.harrismuseum.org.uk
Lakeland Arts Trust, Kendal
www.lakelandartstrust.org.uk
Lanternhouse, Ulverston
www.lanternhouse.org
Mid Pennine Arts, Burnley
www.midpenninearts.org.uk
Peter Scott Gallery, Lancaster
www.liveatlica.org
Storey Gallery, Lancaster

www.storeygallery.org.uk
Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery Trust, Carlisle
www.tulliehouse.co.uk
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NOTE ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE FULL REPORT
The report is structured as follows:
The report starts with the Executive
Summary (above).
Section One of the full report explains the
methodology, definitions, and approach of
the report, explaining why it was done the
way it was.
Section Two provides an overview of the
issues, the findings, and provides a model
(with 10 benefits) for explaining to the nonspecialist the value of the contemporary
visual arts.
Section Three takes each of the 10 benefits in
the model and devotes a short chapter to
each. These chapters start with the evidence
from the UK and wider world of best practice
or impact, touching briefly on how a range of

North by Northwest member organisations
have delivered that kind of benefit, and ends
with a more detailed case study of how one of
the organisations have delivered that impact.
Section Four looks at the economics of
investing in the NbyNW partner organisations
and makes the case for their value for money.
Section Five summarizes the lessons from our
research, and culminates in a series of
recommendations for the NbyNW
partnership.
The report ends with a series of Appendices
that capture the evidence underpinning the
report’s analysis.
Sections two, three and four will provide the
material for the shorter advocacy document.
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SECTION ONE

2

Definition: Contemporary visual arts
The BBC mistakenly calls it ‘modern art’. But ‘Modern art’ is a term that
applies to art created in a period roughly between the 1860s and 1970s.
More recent artistic production is termed ‘Contemporary visual arts.
The contemporary visual arts are art forms that create works which are
primarily visual in nature, such as ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, design, crafts, and often modern visual arts (photography,
video, and filmmaking) and architecture. They are ‘contemporary’ when
they reflect contemporary arts practices, approaches, are cutting edge in
style or content, or are critically engaged. This is the visual art of now.
These definitions should not be taken too strictly as many artistic disciplines
(performing arts, conceptual art, textile arts) involve aspects of the visual
arts as well as arts of other types.
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What we did, and why (Methodology)
The challenge we faced was of the North by
Northwest contemporary arts organisations believing
that what they d was either a) not fully understood,
and/or b) not fully appreciated by external
stakeholders. Ultimately, much of this was driven by
money: discussions on and decisions about money, or
the lack of it.

modeling of this kind, we have sought not to
duplicate recent analysis of the economic value of the
Arts to Lancaster commissioned by the Lancaster Arts
Partnership1. Our interviews with the client group at
inception, and our early interviews with external
stakeholders made it clear to us that numbers alone
would not suffice.

No one in the North by Northwest partnership is
surprised that the contemporary arts faces, or should
face, the same austerity measures as other sectors in
the worst financial crisis since the 1930s, but recent
cuts were felt to question even the basic premise of
having contemporary visual arts organisations in
some of the communities of Cumbria and Lancashire.
Three of the North by Northwest partners had 100%
of their Arts Council funding cut in early 2011. The
partnership as a whole saw Arts Council funding
decreases of c.45%.

Our approach has instead been to marshal the
arguments and evidence for the value of the visual
arts and make the clearest possible case for why they
matter to Cumbria and Lancashire. In this sense our
work has been partly about finding the best evidence
(with some primary research undertaken by us), and
undertaking a process of ‘creative advocacy’ to make
this case for a non-arts audience. Our approach to
this project was as follows:

We did not set out to do a quantitative economic
impact analysis of the North by Northwest
organisations. Though we have done some

STEP ONE
1

The previous study by Genecon was robust and provided credible numbers on
the impacts of the arts on Lancaster, and provided analysis we have been able to
use in our work. Thanks to Genecon for their assistance/
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Interviewing, listening to, and understanding the
views of external stakeholders, particularly those
who have historically invested in the contemporary
visual arts, with regard to the sector. To ‘get inside
their heads’ about how they understand the
contemporary visual arts.

STEP TWO
Interviewing, researching, visiting and experiencing
the contemporary visual arts organisations to
understand what they offer their communities. To ‘get
inside the heads’ of those providing the
contemporary visual arts to understand what they do
to better explain it to others.

STEP FIVE
Undertaking analysis of the shared cost, impact and
benefits data of the North by Northwest organisations
to enable understanding of the contemporary visual
arts in Cumbria and Lancashire.
STEP SIX
Developing an explanatory model for the benefits of
the contemporary visual arts that would communicate
to the non-specialist.

STEP THREE
Undertaking desk-based research of the evidence
base for what the contemporary visual arts do for
communities, to understand how to better
communicate the value to their communities.
STEP FOUR
Undertaking desk-based research from around the
UK and wider world on how the contemporary visual
arts change communities around the world, and how
they communicate their value to stakeholders, to
ensure we learned from best practice.
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STEP SEVEN
Developing case studies based on the North by
Northwest organisations to demonstrate the benefits
model, and to illuminate how these organisations
provide benefits for their communities.
STEP EIGHT
Making recommendations to the North by Northwest
partnership about how they could develop in future to
a) be better understood, b) to retain current
investment, c) to attract greater investment in future,
and to stimulate thinking about the how the
relationship can be improved in future.

The above stages culminate in this report (the Final
Report), which is designed to capture the process
and the evidence base. This report is not designed
for a widespread readership, but to be available
for those stakeholders who wish to learn more, to
provide a basis for the case making for the members
of the partnership, and to effectively store the
evidence base for future reference. This report has
provided the raw material for a shorter advocacy
document to distribute to external stakeholders, and
presentation materials.

Which area are we taking about exactly?
The short answer is not Manchester, and not
Liverpool… but the rest of the North West above
those two cities… Lancashire and Cumbria. The
forgotten North West. (MAP HERE).
The North by NorthWest member organisations
provide the contemporary visual arts offer for a
geographical area that is home to almost 2 million
people. This is a combined audience equivalent to
the combined populations of the cities of Manchester,
Liverpool, Newcastle and Glasgow.

When one factors in to the picture that this area
includes two of the most popular tourism destinations
in the UK in Blackpool and the Lake District then this
area of the North West represents a massive potential
audience of people. Cumbria, Blackpool and
Lancashire attract close to 100 million visitors per
year, creating over £5 billion of tourism turnover
which in turn supports 87,000 jobs2.3.

2

Source: STEAM Volume and Value 2009;

3

(STEAM 2008-9)
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This population of Cumbria and Lancashire is
dispersed over 3,800 square miles of landscape (2600
square miles of Cumbria and 1200 square miles of
Lancashire). It is more than 100 miles from Barrow-inFurness to Liverpool by car, or 120 miles or more
from North Cumbria to Manchester City Centre, two
hours journey in a car. This is more than the distance
from London to Birmingham, and few would expect
the people of Birmingham to get their contemporary
cultural experiences from such a distance. But
because of the concentration of population, economic
activity and cultural activity in Greater Manchester
and Liverpool, there is a tendency to view the
communities to the North of these two cities as
orbiting around those twin suns, rather than seeing
them as proud, geographically distinct, independent
and culturally significant places in their own right.

It was not always like this. 200 years ago
contemporary cultural movements (romanticism and
the picturesque movement) evolved in the Lake
District and changed the world, with a group of
young writers and artists changing the way that
people all around the world thought about and see
landscape. In the 1970s this area played a crucially
important role in the development of British land art –
things happened in places like Grizedale specifically
because of the unique landscape. It is a useful
reminder that there are aspects to these communities
and landscapes that make them distinctive, unique
and of global cultural significance in their own right.

Warning: The audience for this report is not the arts
sector
This document tries to do something difficult, perhaps
impossible. It is the result of a shared acknowledgment
from the North by Northwest partners that fundamental
decisions about the contemporary arts in the North West
are often made by funders or politicians outside of the
arts sector. Some stakeholders acknowledge they have
limited understanding of the contemporary visual arts –
and are often confused as to what it is, what it is for, and
what value it has for communities or places.

We are fully aware that 12 contemporary arts
organisations are, by definition, unlikely to agree on
what exactly ‘art is for’, or indeed whether art is for
anything other than its own sake. Some NbyNW members
are comfortable with delivering external objectives;
others would be less comfortable with such an idea.
Contemporary arts practice is often about questioning
and challenging accepted wisdom, which inevitably may
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mean that the assumptions in this report work least well
for the sector it seeks to explain. This is, we believe, a
risk worth taking.
There will be those in the arts sector who will see in this
communication of value and functions a mistaken form of
prostitution. Arts should, perhaps, often be funded for its
own sake, and for the intrinsic (and largely unmeasurable) worth that it can have for individuals and
communities. But at the time of writing this report the arts
exist in an environment in which the social, cultural and
economic value needs to be explained to external
audiences in ways that are understood. The value for
money of the arts in this area is challenged and
questioned, and NbyNW members have recently
experienced c.45% cuts in Arts Council funding. There
is, we believe, a need to evidence and communicate the
impact value of the contemporary visual arts to this area.
This document seeks to marshal a body of ideas and
evidence of the potential benefits of the contemporary
visual arts for this non-arts audience, and unashamedly is
pitched towards those external audience’s objectives and
strategic interests. Whilst local authorities pay for a
rather small proportion of the contemporary visual arts
offer of Cumbria and Lancashire (see below) they have
an important role to play in showing commitment to the
arts4 and supporting the venues and wider cultural offer.

We have tried to test this report and its messages against
whether it will persuade a perhaps rather skeptical and
beleaguered external stakeholder to positively rethink
their approach to the role of the contemporary visual arts
in their community.
This study seeks to make the case for investment in the
contemporary visual arts for Cumbria and Lancashire by
explaining the multiple external benefits that such
investment can create. The intention is not to suggest that
all arts organisations should have this external focus, or
that they should pursue all of the objectives, but instead
to show the different ways that the arts can impact on
such communities. The audience for this report is not the
arts sector itself: but those non-believers who see it as a
prime target for funding cuts. Work undertaken by the
North by Northwest partners in 2010 provides a fairly
accurate picture of whom they need to influence (see
right).
Our work has overwhelmingly been targeted at the high
influence audiences, with the focus on those outside the
‘artworld’. The document that follows is based on the
premise that with greater understanding of the potential
benefits, and impact, of the contemporary visual arts this
external audience will better understand, engage with,
and, ultimately, invest in these organisations and their
activities. Our recommendation is that if the North by
Northwest partnership can convince a non-arts audience

4
Whilst it is not the subject of this report, it should be acknowledged that local
authorities do support a wider range of other cultural activities and venues.
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of their value that sooner or later the attention of the
artworld will follow.
HIGH INFLUENCE /
LOW INTEREST

HIGH INFLUENCE /
HIGH INTEREST

Public Sector & NGOs,
Media & influential
spokespersons,
Funders,
Local Authorities,
Private Sector & Business
Community

Artworld
Trustees, Boards & Friends
Funders,
Local Authorities

LOW INFLUENCE /
LOW INTEREST

LOW INFLUENCE /
HIGH INTEREST

Wider General Public,
Education Sector

Artists,
Audiences

solution, and done in inspired ways can make a real
difference to communities.

Source: The North by Northwest partners created this matrix of interest and
influence groups in 2010.

The report that follows has tried to balance the message,
to ensure it captures the value of the arts, based on the
best available evidence, without being unduly naïve and
irresponsible in its claims. The arts are not magical, they
do not automatically change the world, makes things
better, or easily solve social complex economic
problems… But they can be an important part of the
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SECTION TWO
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The problem that dare not speak its name… Many
people don’t understand the contemporary visual
arts…
People cannot value or champion something if they
don’t understand it. We interviewed more than 50
external stakeholders across Cumbria and
Lancashire, local councillors, local business people,
officers from funding organisations and local
authorities5. We learnt something fairly simple to
grasp but very difficult to address:
These people were by their own admission either
personally confused as to what the function,
purpose or benefit of the contemporary visual arts
were/are, or they did understand the value
themselves, but were struggling to make that case
to other people.
This does not necessarily mean that they had
negative views about the arts, quite the contrary,
many of these stakeholders were keen to state how
committed they personally are to the arts. But time
and again the conversation returned, almost
embarrassedly, to people confessing they were often
5
We have also recently undertaken parallel research for Culture Cumbria that
involved similar interviews on the same subject, which took in another 30-40
external stakeholders.

confused or baffled. The contemporary visual arts,
regrettably, have become an insider dialogue. Other
people on the outside often lack the terms of
reference to understand it, to judge it, or to explain
it… Which is a shame because it doesn’t have to be
like this… A small minority of these stakeholders
were ardent champions of the contemporary visual
arts, and it struck us as no coincidence that these
people seemed to have had more contact with and
more engagement with, the contemporary visual arts
than other people. We experienced a yawning gap
between a shared, or mostly shared, commitment
from the contemporary visual arts organisations to a
socially-engaged approach to the arts, and how these
organisations were perceived, which was often based
on clichés and stereotypes about ‘modern art’.
One local councillor told us, she simply ‘couldn’t
understand what they (the arts organisation) were
trying to do’. But the good news is also fairly simple.
The confusion was not shared equally across all the
communities. Some of the North by Northwest
member organisations are getting the message

about their function and value across much more
effectively than others.

community and arts organisation were supporting
each other in very practical hands-on ways.

And curiously, stakeholder understanding was not
defined by the appearance of the art works
themselves. We initially suspected that the more
challenging, cutting edge and abstract the work was,
the more likely external stakeholders would be to be
confused by the organisations. But our preconception
about this was wrong.

At one level the finished art object was less important
than the engaging process that created it. At ground
level both sides could see that the other was actively,
and practically, committed to the future of the
community, and once this basic understanding and
human relationship had been established the usual
suspicions and clichés were suspended and people
gave the work a chance. It also mattered that the arts
organisation in question has DNA that is infused with
local issues and concerns.

The N by NW member organisation that stakeholders
seemed to understand best, and were most positive
about, was one of the most artistically innovative and
challenging. This left us scratching our heads for
several weeks during our research, until we went
back and looked again at the art being created, and
the process of its creation, and realized that the work
was very much about the local community, and
created with the local community, and that both

It is perhaps impossible to measure whether that
community understood or appreciated the subtleties
of the contemporary art that resulted but perhaps that
doesn’t matter. The community representatives were
fierce in their support of that organisation and its
work. The question is…
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How can this example be learned from?
Taking the message outwards
If you want people to understand you,
then you need to establish bridgeheads
between the world of art and the world
of everyone else. You need to explain to
people, again and again, what you do in
ways that work for them not you. If you
can’t explain what you do to other
people in ways that make them care,
perhaps your work needs to change.
Actions speak loader than words
If you want people to believe you can
change their community for the better,
then be seen to make changes
(however small at first) to their
communities. People value small real
changes that affect them more than
large theoretical ones. There are real
risks of disengagement from

communities when arts organisations
are funded in ways that enable them to
pursue agendas that are alien to the
local communities. Being perceived as
belonging to a place has real value to
arts organisations.
Respect is a two way street
Non-arts people suspect that the
contemporary arts are a way to mock
their ignorance or lack of sophistication.
How work is created, what it is about,
and what it says do matter to people. If
the work is either too obtuse to be
understood, or actively disrespectful of
their beliefs why should people value
it? No one will applaud you for throwing
stones at them.
NB: The example we have used didn’t happen overnight,
and curiously, was preceded by conflicts, mistakes and
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mutual mistrust. But it does provide a case study that can
be learnt from, because it was echoed elsewhere in the

partnership

Three ways to sell this…
At the beginning of a piece of work like this you have to make a decision about how
best to ‘sell’ the contemporary visual arts. We think there are two mainstream
approaches to this…
Provide a pragmatic explanation of how the arts can deliver (measurably and in
the short-term) stakeholder’s current strategic objectives
Accepting that the stakeholder terms of reference may be constrained and limiting
but working within them to persuade people that the contemporary visual arts can
deliver other people’s current strategic objectives.
Radically change the future terms of reference so that people understand the
intrinsic worth of the contemporary visual arts to society
Launch an all out offensive to change the way that external stakeholders think about
the contemporary visual arts so that they are willing in future to invest in it to a
greater extent than is currently possible for un-measurable benefits and influence.
The report that follows has focused to a degree on the benefits and case studies on
the first approach, because our assessment is that it is the nature of the existing
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situation. We have great sympathy with the second approach, but recognize the
common sense in the recent Lakes Alive Evaluation, that stated
“The sector has failed to push forward a coherent alternative evaluation framework but
to turn away into arguments about the intrinsic value of the arts at a time of recession
and vastly reduced public spending is clearly not an option”
Lakes Alive 2010, Evaluation Report
But, we believe that there is a potential third option, which would better reflect the
impacts we have explored on communities, of:
Presenting a model for valuing the contemporary visual arts that is about the
creation of cultural vibrancy and changing perceptions of places over time. This
would necessitate a move from output measuring of individual arts projects and the
short-term measurement of direct intended impacts, to a more sophisticated model
that looked at the effect of programmes over time on perceptions of places, life
trajectories and the attraction and retention of talent, trade and tourism.
At present there is a complete absence of research that shows the way that people
(residents and potential visitors and investors) think about these communities. Web2
technologies are increasingly making it possible to GIS map cultural vibrancy. This
would take time, and would be challenging, but there is an opportunity to ‘sell’ the
contemporary visual arts as providers of a key socio-economic ingredient – cultural
vibrancy, something that is very poorly measured by current outputs.

2

Why do NW communities need the contemporary visual arts?
Why does anywhere need the contemporary visual arts?
There is a wealth of research and analysis of the
importance of culture and creativity to cities, but
much less for peripheral, post-industrial or rural
areas. It is our belief that whilst the issues and context
are different, and the solutions necessarily need to be
different, the intellectual rationale for the
contemporary visual arts is very similar indeed.
We therefore think it is worth looking at that evidence
and body of ideas about cities because there is much
to learn in terms of making the case for investment in
culture and creativity. There are some key lessons
from the research on cities and other regions that
shed light on these key issues:
What makes some cities (or regions) more
socially and economically effective than others?
Why are some cities (or regions) better at
attracting talent, tourism and trade than others?
These are the million dollar questions, because if you
know the answers then you can make your city or

region more effective and competitive. Whether we
like it or not, we live in a global age, in which
communities have to compete for talent, tourism and
trade. Decisions made in London, New York, Rio de
Janeiro, Beijing or Kuala Lumpur can directly affect on
people in communities like Preston, Barrow or
Carlisle. There are more than 3,000 cities and many
thousands of regions worldwide competing for
investment, talented people and visitors. These other
regions are not only competing to attract incoming
talent, trade and tourism from other places, they are
actively seeking to attract the talent, trade and
tourism that is currently located in Cumbria and
Lancashire. The question that should concern
everyone in this region is how can that challenge be
met, how can this area compete to attract and
retain talent, trade and tourism?
In the sections that follow we will synthesise that
global research into a model that suggests there is
not one simple solution but 13 important
ingredients required for effective ‘placemaking.
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The 13 key ‘placemaking’ ingredients6
Strong economy and currency
Appropriate skills base
Physical and digital connectivity
Cultural vibrancy
Exceptional architecture
Good public services (schools, health, Etc.)
Attractive employee/employer legislation
Affordable cost of living (including housing)
Personal safety/low crime rates
Agreeable climate and environment
Friendly local people/atmosphere
Widely available entertainment or leisure
Sporting excellence
6
This is a synthesis of ideas in a range of international indices for Cities – including:
The PricewaterhouseCooper’s Cities of Opportunity Report which ranks 26 leading global cities against economic and social indicators including: intellectual capital
and innovation; cultural vibrancy; health, safety and security; ease of doing business; technology readiness; and demographics and livability.
The 2010 Mercer Quality of Living Index which covers 221 cities based on 39 criteria including safety, education, hygiene, health care, culture, environment, recreation,
political-economic stability and public transportation.
The Economist Intelligence Unit’s World’s Most Liveable Cities 2011 which uses similar data and focuses on availability of goods and services, personal safety and
effective infrastructure.
Lifestyle magazine Monocle’s ‘Most Liveable Cities Index’ uses slightly different criteria including safety/crime, international connectivity, climate/sunshine, quality of
architecture, public transportation, tolerance, environmental issues and access to nature, urban design, business conditions, pro active policy developments and medical
care. For a more critical view of such indices see http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/dd9bba18-769c-11e0-bd5d-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1Lc5fKcAn
These indices receive considerable coverage in the business media. E.g. http://expertiseinlabourmobility.wordpress.com/2011/03/31/2011-top-cities-to-live-and-workabroad-in-europe/
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Applying the key placemaking ingredients here…
Analysts inevitably rank the importance of these
placemaking elements differently, and give them different
weighting in their analyses and different cities and regions
use them to different degrees. Every region does not
necessarily need all of these ingredients, or the same mix
of elements. Different ingredients work best for different
cities and regions. Some of these ingredients need not
concern us here, as they are dictated by factors external to
communities in Cumbria and Lancashire. The key points
are that:

significant investment in culture. Liverpool generated
£176 million of tourism revenue through its EU Capital of
Culture cultural programme in 20087. Not everything in
culture-led regeneration worked, of course, but the words
of the then Shadow Secretary of State for Culture, Media
and Sport reflected the consensus:

Almost all commentators agree that
‘cultural vibrancy’ is an essential
ingredient in the development of
successful cities and regions.

And when he became Secretary of State he pledged to

Almost all commentators agree that
contemporary culture and the arts are
more than luxuries; they are fundamentals
The last two decades have seen the importance of
contemporary culture in ‘placemaking’ and ‘regeneration’
recognized by even the most hard-nosed of economic
analysts.
In the UK Tate Modern has become the most visited art
gallery in the world, and a flagship for the repositioning of
London as part of what was once called ‘Cool Britannia’.
Smaller cities like Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool,
Sheffield, Dublin, Glasgow, Salford and NewcastleGateshead have all appeared to benefit greatly from

“Arts can have a transformative effect in regeneration
policy, education policy, quality of life policy and
many other areas.8”

“Champion the value culture brings – economic value,
value to society and to individuals, value as a
nurturing ground for creative industries.9”
The 2011 Arts Council funding cuts take the edge off these
words, but don’t erase the statement. Most politicians and
commentators still agree that culture and the arts are
critically important ingredients in the success of
communities. And this is not just true of major urban
centres… Cumbria and Lancashire still urgently need to
provide cultural experiences to counter the perception
that this is place where ‘nothing ever happens’. Perhaps
the most troubling issue for this area is the lack of critical
mass of creative cultural organisations to create this
cultural vibrancy – this makes that do exist critically
important to the future of these communities.
7

See
http://www.guardian.co.uk/culture/charlottehigginsblog+society/regeneration
8
Right Honorable Jeremy Hunt MP, June 2008 whilst Shadow Secretary of State
9
Right Honorable Jeremy Hunt MP, May, 2010 as Secretary of State at DCMS

The key value adding role of cultural vibrancy

The contemporary visual
arts are just one part of how
a place demonstrates
cultural vibrancy – but
they are an important part
and can influence the other
elements of the triangle.

Why ‘Cultural Vibrancy’ matters…
There is a growing body of evidence that shows that in the
past 10-15 years the non-metropolitan areas of the North
West have fallen behind in terms of their economic
performance, whether measured by Gross Value Added
(GVA) or other measures. One explanation of this is that
only larger urban areas appear able to sustain the
‘financial’, ‘knowledge-based’, ‘service’ and ‘creative’
industries that have been the engines of the UK’s
economic growth in this period. The key findings to
emerge from the international research are that:

The economic importance of having a
strong cultural offer has arguably never
been greater.
The importance of the cultural offer affects
other sectors, and particularly their ability
to attract staff.
The cultural offer plays a
disproportionately powerful role in
shaping perceptions of places.
Perceptions of places powerfully affect the
ability of places to attract and retain talent,
trade and tourism.

Whilst it may well be structurally impossible to compete
with major urban areas in terms of big-ticket cultural
attractions, this does not mean that the alternative is to
give up. Cumbria and Lancashire need cultural vibrancy
as much, and perhaps more than, other places – the key is
having a cultural offer that is relevant and deliverable for
such communities given the geographic, demographic
and economic limitations of these communities.

There is now a powerful body of research from
around the world demonstrating that investing in
culture and the contemporary arts in particular
can change the economic, social and cultural
trajectory of places and reposition them in the
eye’s of both residents and the wider world.
Dynamic places are increasingly using culture
and the contemporary arts to attain a competitive
advantage through being ‘distinctive’.
We have identified 10 ways that places in Cumbria and
Lancashire use the contemporary visual arts as part of
their ‘cultural vibrancy’, and in the next section we explain
them. Some of these ‘uses’ are ‘instrumentalist’ (using art
for the external outcomes or benefits it brings), but others
uses are about the ‘intrinsic’ worth of the arts, we think
both kinds of impacts are important.
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What makes a place culturally vibrant?
This not an easy question to answer, because judgments
are necessarily subjective. But that doesn’t stop people
making judgments on a range of criteria. Web 2
technologies have made it increasingly easy to survey
people about the atmosphere of places, and their
impressions of cultural vibrancy. The world’s business and
travel media are already full of ‘Best’ and ‘Worst’ places to
live, work and visit. The spotlight is likely to become even
more intensive in the years to come.

‘The Worst Places to Live in Britain’, Daily Mail, 2007.

Cultural vibrancy seems to be judged, at least in the
media, on whether residents and visitors feel there are
sufficient things to do, that there are sufficient cultural
venues, attractions and events, and on the aesthetics of
places (both what it really looks like, and what it portrays
itself as looking like). Different places become culturally
vibrant in different ways, with different mixes of the
contemporary visual, literary and performing arts, music,
theatre, dance and film. There is no blueprint, but when a
place has a critical mass of these things then good things
start to happen organically, and other people start to
notice and appreciate places.

These surveys are sometimes inaccurate, and often fuelled
by historic stereotypes and prejudices, but they can be
disastrous and expensive to counter. The world’s business
media is full of surveys and analyses of which places are
culturally vibrant, responding to the interests of their
readers for information about lifestyle quality. We know
what will happen to Cumbria and Lancashire if they are
perceived as ‘cultural wastelands’ because of what is
happening to other places like that right now:

Beyond the ‘Bilbao Effect’
Having established that contemporary visual
arts (as part of a wider cultural offer) are
critical to the future of areas like Cumbria and
Lancashire and capable of changing the way
it looks, we should be clear what this does not
mean:
It does not mean that every city, town or
village can, or should build vast
contemporary cultural venues or
structures to compete with major cities
like London.
It does not mean that the cultural and
creative model pursued by cities like
London will work for places with different
socio-economic and cultural profiles.
There has been much written about the socalled ‘Bilbao Effect’ – the impact of building
large-scale flagship cultural venues as a
means to drive the re-positioning of cities and

regions10. Frank Gehry, the architect of the
Guggenheim has described the so-called
‘Bilbao Effect’ as ‘bullshit’11. Gehry points out
that individual buildings in isolation do not
transform places as if by magic, and that
wider coordinated thinking and improved
infrastructure are also required. What
probably worked in Bilbao was a collective
commitment to creative and progressive
change. The Guggenheim was as much a
symptom of this as a causal effect.
There has been a tendency to translate the
recognition of the importance of culture and
creativity into major capital projects. The
artistic version of going to Arts R’ Us to buy a
big lump of culture. Many such projects have
ultimately failed or under-performed. There
has been something of a backlash against the
banality and emptiness of this, with
commentators pointing out that communities
10

http://www.eitb.com/news/life/detail/639132/south-african-press-pondersbilbao-effect-revamp-ailing-cities/
11
http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/visual_arts
/architecture_and_design/article4304855.ece

need real and rooted cultural vibrancy, not
artificially imposed ‘culture’.

do this whilst avoiding tokenistic cultural
flagship projects.

The other extreme from a belief in the
transformative ‘Bilbao Effect’ is to think that
culture and creativity only really matter to
Cities; that these things do not matter for
more dispersed, rural, or provincial
communities. Our research suggests that this
view is equally mistaken. In the past two
years we have interviewed hundreds of
people in Cumbria and Lancashire on this
subject, from business people and politicians
through to residents in different communities.
The evidence is overwhelmingly clear that
Cumbria and Lancashire is judged by the
same standards as other cities and regions,
and will have to meet people’s expectations
for the key placemaking ingredients every bit
as much as much as any other city or region.
The question is not whether this region needs
the contemporary visual arts, and the wider
contemporary cultural scene, but how can it

The different approaches of the North by
Northwest member organisations should
be understood in this context, as
experiments in providing a contemporary
visual arts culture for communities who
need it.
The North by Northwest members
represent decades of investment and
development work in their communities,
they are a key asset for Cumbria and
Lancashire to develop its cultural vibrancy
from. Many of the other placemaking
ingredients are beyond the power or
budgets of local authorities to fully utilise,
but the contemporary visual arts
organisations and venues both already
exist, and can achieve remarkable things
with relatively modest investment.
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A benefit model for the contemporary visual arts
Having established that effective placemaking requires the cultural vibrancy, and
that the contemporary visual arts are a key part of the mix, we now need to
understand why it works and how? If its consumers don’t understand its basic
functions they are unlikely to spend their money on it.
The value and function of the arts is a subject to launch a thousand PhDs, and will
keep people in debating material for some years to come. Here we suggest a guide
to the functions of the ‘contemporary visual arts’.
This model emerged as a result of analysis of the external value created by the
NbyNW members. The model makes no judgment about whether this is what
contemporary visual arts should be creating, and instead provides a device for an
external audience to understand the impacts that their investment does create.
Different contemporary arts organisations deliver against different impact measures,
and have different intellectual attitudes and focus. As will be seen in the pages that
follow, the investment in the NbyNW organisations was not necessarily targeted at
achieving these outcomes – often the external impact is a side effect of artists
pursuing their own intellectual and aesthetic approaches.
The report that follows takes this model as its structure:
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An experiment in showing benefits
What follows is an experiment of demonstrating how the benefit model might be evidenced to
stakeholders (though not how it would be presented). With each benefit explained, evidenced in
wider global terms, then leading into a NbyNW member organisation case study as an Appendix
to demonstrate how that benefit works in Cumbria and Lancashire. Each organisation could have
been shown as delivering against several or all of these benefits, which inevitably results in
decisions being made about the best focus to make the point.
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Benefit One - Creating better communities for
people to live in
In various different ways all of the North by Northwest
partner organisations are all about making their
communities better places to live. Of course, simply
creating, collecting or providing artistic experiences
enhances people’s lives, but here we are talking
about something quite different that is not well
understood outside of the contemporary visual arts
sector – the active social engagement of the sector in
social, cultural, educational, economic and
environmental issues and initiatives to make very real
and direct influences on people lives in Cumbria and
Lancashire.
Other ‘provincial’ areas have recognized the value of
the arts. In Bigger Thinking for Smaller Cities:
How Arts and Culture can tackle Economic, Social
and democratic engagement challenges in
smaller cities12 six partner cities in the East of
England restated the importance of culture and the
arts to stimulate the economy, build bridges across
communities, and to engage local people to
contribute to civic life. The study concluded that

12

A discussion paper from Regional Cities East (September 2010)

there were six key principles for placing the arts and
culture at the heart of local strategies:

Arts and culture can act as a stimulus to
complementary economic activity.
Arts and culture can revitalise and make
effective use of under-utilised physical assets.
Arts and culture that is rooted in the
community can build into a strong positive
identity for a place at a local, national and
international level.
Arts and culture can demystify community
differences and bring diverse cultures
together.
Arts and culture can engage communities and
encourage active citizenship.
Arts and culture can engage marginalised
groups to take part in collective action and
help them to achieve their potential.
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running through the lower west side of Manhattan.
Instead of it being destroyed when it fell out of use in
1980, it sat unused until the late 1990s when a
community group, Friends of the High Line,
persuaded, eventually, the City to preserve the
structure and bring it back to life (over the past
decade) as a curious mixture of a walking park (or
promenade), a piece of industrial heritage, a public
arts programme, and a catalyst for community
renewal (through an education and engagement
programme).

The New York High Line is a great example of how community projects that
might be thought to have nothing to do with the contemporary arts, benefit
from the involvement of artists and the arts.

The role of contemporary visual artists arts
organisations in some of the most innovative and
successful community renewal projects in the world
is relatively easy to observe, but there is never a
scientific way of measuring the impact of this, as a
counter-factual in which the same project happens
without artistic input never exists for comparison, and
the creative input is just part of a larger process. One
example will suffice from the rest of the world:
The New York High Line is one of the most admired
community renewal projects in the world. The High
Line is a park built on an elevated railroad spur

Much of the ‘buzz’ around the New York Highline has been provided by the
contemporary art projects that it has inspired. This is work by Barbara
Kruger.

The point of value to this report is that much of the
success of this project (and it has had a profound
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impact on the neighboring communities) has been
because of the involvement of contemporary artists
from the development stage onwards. The designs
were influenced by the involvement of contemporary
artists. The initial designs were showcased at NY
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA). The whole project is
marked by a really creative approach to engaging
different people through the contemporary arts and
other media.

The frustration in Cumbria and Lancashire
is that this social benefit of providing
inspired artistic solutions to community
projects is limited often by a lack of
understanding. We have been stunned by
how actively engaged most of the NbyNW
member organisations are in the
communities of Cumbria and Lancashire.
Because the external perception of the
contemporary visual arts as a rather selfindulgent activity undertaken behind the
closed doors of galleries could not be
further from the reality.
In fact so socially engaged are several of the NbyNW
organisations that their communities have become
their studios and their galleries, with the very idea of
formal gallery spaces is being, or already has been
discarded by some.
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CASE STUDY 1 – Art Gene; re-designing Barrow for
people
“Art Gene have generated a culture that questions
mediocrity or pastiche - too often the outcomes
generated by 'sense of place' work. Their work
challenges and engages local people, developing
local skills, and the upshot is a creative
excitement that resonates with the place and
changes the way people feel about Barrow making
it attractive more youthful and more engaging as
a place to live and work”.
Susannah Bleakley, Morecambe Bay Partnership
Project name
Barrow by Design, and general engagement in
regeneration process in Barrow-in-Furness
Delivery organisation
Art Gene
Dates
2010-2011
Location
Barrow-in-Furness

A series of off grid structures currently under construction for
Sunderland City Council created by Art Gene

Funders
Arts Council, Barrow Borough Council, John Fisher
Foundation, Etc.
Partners
Barrow Borough Council, West Lakes Renaissance,
Ormsgill Primary School, Etc.
Name of artist/s
Stuart Bastik, Maddi Nicholson, and others

“Like teenage girls trying to look old
enough to get into a club, Councillors hunt
high and low for their town’s ‘unique
selling points’, historical sound-bite or
cultural real estate - usually with
unimaginative results.”

Jai Redman Artist & Creative Director UHC, ‘Its not as
Rough as It Used to Be’ during a collaborative
residency project with Art Gene 2009

“A creative population must evolve around
the ability to embrace risk and, critically,
in taking responsibility for our choices. I
believe the role of the artist has always
been to demonstrate that courage to
society albeit from the fringes - to offer an
alternative viewpoint or a fresh
perspective. It seems to me that we must
now fight for a place at the top table to
effect change through example.”
Stuart Bastik, Art Gene

What
Art Gene engage (inter)national artists, architects
and communities in projects that suffuse the social,
natural and built environment with an artistic
sensibility rather than place isolated commissioned
artwork and buildings within it. Barrow-in-Furness is
Art Gene’s test-bed environment where artists and
architects from around the world explore new
visionary approaches to the realities of regeneration.
The result is an engagement with the social and
economic realities of the people, the public sector
and regeneration agencies which stimulates an
informed design-led artistic and architectural
practice. Barrow by Design is a portfolio of live
projects trialing new approaches through an
international residency programme and project work
with associate artists and architects linked to
education programmes for professionals and
communities which include charrettes and the
‘Design Café’ programme of events, talks and tours.
Their work showcases the importance of local culture
in high quality sustainable design on a world stage.
The result is a beguiling mixture of utopianism and
the industrial and social realities of communities
undergoing a process of regeneration: of artists
stepping out of the art world to change society. Art
Gene have influenced the development of everything
from primary school play areas, to thinking about
industrial estates and housing clearance schemes and
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planning whilst continuing to make commissioned
works as artists in a variety of contexts.

Improving the quality of creative design in public spaces like play areas,
hospitals, heritage sites, or green spaces can have a profound impact on
people’s lives in places like Barrow.

Why
Because places undergoing regeneration typically
exhibit severe social problems linked to industrial
decline and carry a burden of internal and external
negative perceptions of place and identity. Barrow
provides a fascinating test bed in part because it has
some of the most economically deprived electoral
wards in the Europe (receiving regeneration
monies) which have been hitherto largely unaffected
by the orthodox art world but also because of the
close and integrated relationships it embodies
between the social natural and built environments,
heavy industry, nature and Britain’s energy coast.

Art Gene recognize that the solution is not a vast
public sculpture, but working with diverse partner
organizations and communities in a particular area to
'back' a common purpose through a design-led
approach to developing new solutions from the
ground up. They recognise that for 'regeneration to
be successful and sustainable it needs to be done
with people, not paternalistically on their behalf.
This brings an extended collaboration of diverse
knowledge and experience to their research and
project delivery. At Gene are working to prepare
communities to for an ever increasing role in defining
'their' sustainable futures.

"Through multidisciplinary design teams
which have communities at their core, we
aim to enhance the particularity of place".
"An important part of readiness is
opportunity"...
Art Gene Manifesto

Links
http://www.artene.co.uk/page.php?i=129
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Benefit Two - Changing the way that places look
At its simplest, the communities of Cumbria and
Lancashire need contemporary visual artists, and art
organisations, because they provide a creative
influence in the way that places look and the ways
that people see them. This should not be understood
as reducing artists to glorified decorators of the
public domain, though some artists have been happy
to perform that role. The point we are making is that,
contemporary visual arts organisations and artists
can, and often do, make a difference to the way the
communities and their visual identities evolve. Which
is another way of saying that

Having contemporary artists engaged in
community development makes for more
distinctive, creative, interesting, and
sometimes beautiful-looking places.
At its simplest, some would say crudest, this involves
artists and arts organisations creating ‘flagship’ or
‘iconic’ public art installations which literally change
the aesthetic of a community by introducing
something new, big and unavoidable. Some people
love this kind of ‘public art’ others hate it. But there
can be little doubt that at its best it can put places ‘on

the map’ and send a signal outwards to the world that
something is happening in a place and that everyone
should pay attention.

The so-called ‘Bilbao effect’ describes the perceived impact on a city of
building a major cultural venue/iconic building.

Our research suggests that sometimes the highly
visual public art projects, like the Pennine Lancashire
Panopticons, are a direct result of ideas,
championing, commissioning and fundraising by the
contemporary visual arts organisations. At other
times the causal link is weaker, with the arts
organisations just partners is a wider process.
Sometimes there is no involvement from artists and
art organisations but a suspicion that they have
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shaped the DNA of a place and that it now pursues a
cultural reputation because of things done by artists
and arts organisations many years earlier. The
profile-raising value of such projects in the 1990s has
long been recognized and has created a market for
this kind of public art.

time. Images of temporary installations and events
are used for destination marketing for years after the
event or activity ends to shape perceptions of places.
But changing the way that communities look is not just
about ‘iconic’ public art, sometimes a myriad of
little interventions and influences over a longer
period of time can also have a big impact. Our
research with stakeholders across the North by
Northwest communities has revealed that many
stakeholders feel their communities have a different
aesthetic style or atmosphere, as a result of the
influence of their contemporary arts organisation.
Why is this? How does it happen? Can it be proven?

Work like the Angel of the North in the 1990s attracted international
attention to commissioning cities.

Many artists and commentators have commented on
the proliferation of these kinds of projects and the
worrying tendency of cities and regions to think that
such things can be bought ‘off the shelf’ and dropped
in to communities rather than developed from local
communities and reflecting local ideas.
Another form of this is to temporarily transform the
look of a City, or landscape, through a contemporary
arts event. And whilst the impact of this on the
infrastructure of a place is superficial, the impact on
perceptions of what a place looks like can last a long

Does Ulverston look different because of its contemporary visual arts
tradition? Many stakeholders think it does.

We came across several powerful examples of this in
our research. The first was the impact that
Lanternhouse (and its ancestor organisation
Welfare State International) seems to have had on
the visual identity of Ulverston. Again and again in
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our stakeholder interviews we heard people
reference the atmosphere of Ulverston as being
different to other comparable towns without the same
contemporary arts history. People referenced the
shop signs in the town and street furniture suggesting
it was more bohemian than in neighboring towns.
Others referenced the imagery used to ‘sell’
Ulverston to the wider world, which heavily features
the arts and cultural events of the town.

The influence reaches into all sorts of spheres: some
contemporary arts organisations in the North by
Northwest partnership have made it almost their core
activity to influence community development in more
imaginative and effective ways. The effects of such
interventions will be explored later in this report, but
here suffice to say that the effects of making things
look different or function better can obviously be
profound.
There is no way of measuring or statistically proving
that a place looks different to how it might have in an
arts-free counterfactual. But its impact is real
nevertheless. Whilst public art for public art’s sake
can be bland, alien, pointless and unsuccessful. It is
nevertheless true that contemporary visual artists and
art can play a powerful role in shaping the look of
communities like those in Cumbria and Lancashire,
providing a new visual language and focus for a
places.

Culture seems to have become part of the DNA of towns like Ulverston, and
investigating this shows that having a long-established and rooted
contemporary visual arts organisation is the reason why.

Interviews with the management teams of most of the
North by Northwest organisations reveal the largely
unheralded role in many decisions about the
functions and form of a whole range of public and
private spaces and interventions.

The North by Northwest member organisations offer
a range of ways in which this has been achieved, from
the small scale temporary interventions of
organisations like Folly, to small scale interventions
over a longer period of time from organisations like
Lanternhouse in Ulverston, to the larger and costlier
‘public art’ projects of Mid Pennine Arts or Grizedale
Forest.
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There is no blueprint for how the contemporary visual
arts can change how a place looks, and there are as
many examples of it being done badly or
ineffectively, but ultimately over time some of the
NbyNW members have changed to some extent the
way that the communities they work with look and
function, giving them a distinct sense of place, a
unique character, and a sense of ‘cultural
atmosphere’. And all of this on a financial
shoestring…

perhaps their biggest and most lasting impact on the
visual identity of Lancashire was through the
Panopticons project…

Mid Pennine Arts can claim impacts ranging from
working with hospitals on creating better places for
improving people’s health through to animating local
heritage sites, green spaces and rights of way. But
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CASE STUDY 2 – Mid Pennine Arts; the Panopticons
“I see the Panopticons as being a
relaunch of the ‘can do’ creativity of
this wonderful part of the world”.

Delivery organisation
Mid Pennine Arts and Partners

Wayne Hemingway, Panopticon Judge

Project name
Land and Panopticons
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Dates
2000-2010
Location
Burnley (and Pennine Lancashire)
Funders
Public sector regeneration and arts development funders,
including Northern Way £1.2 million grant
Partners
East Lancashire Environmental Arts Network (ELEAN),
North West Development Agency, Lancashire Economic
Partnership, Arts Council, The Northern Way, Lancashire
County Council, REMADE, Elevate East Lancashire,
Groundwork Pennine Lancashire, United Utilities, Burnley
Borough Council, Etc.
Name of artist/s
Various
What
Creation of four distinctive Panopticons and 23 Land
artworks forming landmarks, routes and gateways into
and across Pennine Lancashire. All the Panopticons are
situated on high ground with views of the surrounding
countryside. Singing Ringing Tree is located on Crown
Point above Burnley, with panoramic views of Pendle Hill
and over Burnley itself. The project was an idea brought to
reality by Mid Pennine Arts over several years.

"I’ve seen Halo in Rawtenstall where I’m
from. It is well worth the walk up the hill
as all the fresh air and exercise make you
feel healthy and there’s a great artwork to
see at the end of it. Once you’re up there
you have an amazing view of the
Rossendale Valley. Having Halo there has
created a whole buzz and pride around my
hometown. People are coming from
outside the area to see it so there’ll be a
good knock-on effect. It’s great there’s an
organisation out there, making these
things happen.”
Agyness Deyn, Supermodel
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"Singing Ringing Tree' is an important new landmark
for Burnley, which will play a key part in raising the
profile of the town and will have a major impact on
the regeneration and transformation under way in the
borough. This unique landmark will also support the
town's identity, creating a legacy for future
generations, forming part of our culture and heritage.
The impact of the art will be felt locally through
community involvement and engagement in the
project, regionally as it forms part of an East
Lancashire scheme and nationally through iconic
images supporting the region's tourism."
Cllr Roger Frost, Lib Dem, Burnley Borough Council

“This is so beautiful!”
Anonymous U-Tube user

Why
The project is part of stakeholder efforts to change
perceptions of Pennine Lancashire – to be symbols of the
renaissance of the area. Strategic outcomes:
Refreshing image and profile, nationally and
internationally
Stimulating pride of place
Building new confidence
Developing access to landscape
Reclaiming derelict land
Improving urban environments
Contributing new tourism offers
Reducing health inequality
Renewing the housing market
Encouraging inward investment

Positively affecting quality of life
Impact
Involved 22,700 local people,
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47 schools,
366 teachers,
46 community groups,
100 volunteers,
Supported 100+ businesses
139 artists employed
208 construction jobs
Visited by 175,000 people and have attracted international
media attention
2 million viewer on U-Tube
PR value of at least £100,000, with website having 426,000
hits in final tear of project

many other stakeholders – including the tourism and
regeneration authorities. That a place needs attractive,
interesting and dynamic imagery is often overlooked, but
when such things are created, everyone admires them,
uses them for their own ends. The bottom line is that they
need to be created. Blackpool Tourist Board use the
Panopticons heavily in their marketing in the TICs,
publications and on-line.
Links
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4B0hGyKV9qs
http://www.visitburnley.com/countryside/SingRing.php

The project has become part of the identity of Burnley, and
is used in the tourism marketing of the area. The
Panopticons project has provided the visual imagery for

Benefit Three - Changing perceptions of places
Cumbria and Lancashire includes a number of
distinctly different communities, with different
historical experiences, and which face different
place-specific challenges. But these communities also
face some similar challenges in terms of external
potentially damaging perceptions:

That they are in ‘the middle of nowhere’
That they are an empty rural arcadia
That there is no contemporary culture
That the people are dull and unimaginative
That it is grim up North

That they are in post-industrial decline
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Some of these are lazy outdated stereotypes. But
there is a pressing need to make these communities
distinctive and different, and to send positive signals
outwards. There is risk that without creative
approaches that some of these northern communities
sink into becoming just post-industrial ‘clone towns’
or ‘rural arcadia’ where nothing ever happens.
There is widespread agreement among
commentators that the benefits of culture-led
regeneration can be ‘transformative’ both in
changing places and perceptions. These benefits
have been summarized as follows13:
Outdated stereotypes of the North need to be challenged

Humanizing the built environment – giving
priority to people rather than roads and buildings
Expressions of collective aspirations,
commitment and ambition for communities
Creative stimuli to commercial, social and
institutional life

13
This analysis has been borrowed and amended from a discussion paper from
Regional Cities East (September 2010) Bigger Thinking for Smaller Cities: How
Arts and Culture can tackle Economic, Social and democratic engagement
challenges in smaller cities

Inspiring cultural change and social
participation, providing catalysts for overcoming
social divisions
Visible expressions of international cultural
consciousness
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Reconstructing civic identity and expression
All around the world states, cities and regions have
recognised the power of this process and have tried
to harness it. Perhaps the most powerful
demonstration of this in action has been the way that
China has tried, with some success (despite its
inherent contradictions), to use the contemporary
visual arts to change perceptions of itself from a
communist behemoth to a dynamic and ‘with it’
cultural and economic powerhouse14.
There is a pressing need to re-invent the way that
people think about the communities of Cumbria and
Lancashire, to reposition them intellectually and
aesthetically from being perceived as rural
backwaters or post-industrial wastelands. We laugh
nervously at the cliché that ‘its grim up north’
because we know that is a common external
perception. Manchester and Liverpool have invested
heavily to address that in the past 15 years with some
success. But there is a lot of England north of
Manchester-Liverpool, and arguably these places
need creative and imaginative solutions to their
social and economic challenges every bit as much as
14
An impression of China the communist government is currently doing their
best to ruin, through the mistreatment of Ai Wei Wei, pervasive censorship, and
other dissidents.

the major cities. Places like Barrow-in-Furness,
Blackpool or Burnley need to be places that people
want to live in, and in which they can see a future for
themselves and their children. Too many potential
destinations have turned themselves into ‘clones’ of
each other, as Sean Young of Locum Consulting put it,

“There are over 1,000 locations in Europe
alone, all promoting exactly the same
thing, looking identical and representing
themselves in similar ways – through
pictures of people playing golf, people in
call centres, airplanes taking off. These
places have become commodities,
indistinguishable from one another and
offering little or no added value15”
There is a pressing need to transform local
economies from an over-reliance on traditional
sectors like low-value manufacturing, tourism and
agriculture, and the need to encourage new
knowledge-based and creative industries and
whether this happens or not will depend on the
ability of these communities to attract and retain
talent, trade and tourism – all of which depend upon
positive perceptions of places.
15

Quoted in ‘The Power of Destinations’, Communications Group Plc. P6
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There is a pressing economic need to attract (and
retain existing) workers, visitors and investment to
these communities by providing communities that are
culturally interesting and dynamic. Just as great
companies invest significant sums of money on their
identity, their brand, and communicating their values
so cities and regions need to do this. The
contemporary visual arts provide a way of doing this
for very modest investment indeed. Cultural or
natural assets that can genuinely distinguish places
from each other are incredibly important ingredients
in economics. Below we show how two contemporary
visual arts organisations that are doing this is
different ways:
That culture can define places is not a radical or
new idea. Changing perceptions is a strategic
priority everywhere in Cumbria and Lancashire…
E.g.
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CASE STUDY 3 – Grizedale Forest; the long-term
payback from the contemporary visual arts
“Grizedale Forest has always had
massive capability and opportunity to
attract visitors. Its tourism appeal
comes from a long-standing,
excellent reputation for being unique
and, in the past has positioned
Grizedale Forest as a leading light
for contemporary visual arts. In the
future, the offer there will be key in
helping to position Cumbria as a
cultural destination attracting new
visitors and increasing spend into
Cumbria”.

Project name
Grizedale Sculpture Trail
Management organisation
Forestry Commission Grizedale

Sandra Wood, Culture Tourism Officer, Cumbria
Tourism

Dates
1977-Ongoing

Location
Grizedale, Lake District
Funders
Various
Partners
Grizedale Society (now Grizedale Arts) and Forestry
Commission
Name of artist/s
David Nash, Andy Goldsworthy, Et. al.

What
In 1977 the Grizedale Society (now Grizedale Arts) in
partnership with the Forestry Commission began a,
with hindsight, rather audacious artistic project to
place sculptures in the forest. This work, which is now
globally recognized, couldn’t have been created in
Manchester or Liverpool. It was a response to a forest
in the Lake District. The artists worked for months in
the woods with the foresters, and lived in caravans.
The work that started at that time serves as a useful
way to demonstrate the long-term legacy that the arts
can create in a community. Today there are more
than 60 sculptures in the forest spread over the 2447
hectares.

“About two thirds of visitors were
aware of the sited (art) work in the
forest before they came. About half
chose their specific walk that day
because of the artworks en route especially family groups with
younger children. I noticed that
many visitors were using the FC
map, which shows the walks around
Grizedale, and broadly locates the
sited artwork”.
Edwina Fitzpatrick, ‘Grizedale and beyond’
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Why
The basic idea was to bring artists to the forest and let
them create work (in a kind of experimental outdoor
studio) in direct response to the environment. The
work would ‘augment the landscape, opening the
viewers eyes and soul to the majesty and beauty of
the natural world16’. What they created became over
time some of the most well known and well-loved
land art in the world, part of everyone’s visual
memory, featured in countless coffee table books and
pictures long after the early work has decayed and
deteriorated. Goldsworthy has acknowledged that
the work resulted from working locally with local
farmers and understanding their traditions and skills.
Impact
Grizedale forest’s sculptures have been a flagship
project for the Lake District tourism economy for the
past 30-40 years, provided the iconic imagery for
countless marketing campaigns (until recently the
images of the original Goldsworthy and Nash
sculptures were used on tourism brochures and
websites). Contemporary visual art works created 20
or 30 years ago at Grizedale still have a powerful
legacy. The art was so successful because it was a
product of the relationship with this Northern
landscape. 250,000 people visit Grizedale each year,
a third of which (83,000 people) experience, or
participate in, the art.
16

P8, Grizedale Arts: Adding Complexity to Confusion

The sculptures were art for art’s sake. The impacts
were unintended consequences. Whether by design
or accident, Grizedale found that many people
started to love the mixed experience of walking or
cycling, the forest itself, and the sculptures that
emerged in the forest.
Cultural visitors to the Lake District spend nearly
twice as much per trip as other visitor segments (see
below). The arts programme delivered significant PR
value and added value to the Lake District brand

Grizedale and its arts programme influenced other
forests and landscapes around the UK and world. The
impacts dwarf the initial investments – to create
afresh something comparable with the same impact
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would cost millions. The Yorkshire Sculpture Park, for
example cost in excess of £13m.

programme creates a perception of a changing
visitor experience, which encourages repeat visitors.

One major achievement was that Grizedale Forest
was developing a model for what to do with forests,
other than growing and harvesting timber. It was the
first UK forest to develop a public art programme
integrated in the forest landscape. It is a model
copied today across the UK and the rest of the world.

Grizedale forest’s reputation as an arts venue
declined in the 1990s and 2000s, but a new ambitious
programme is emerging. Grizedale can attract new
audiences to the arts in line with UK government
policy. Grizedale would require investment to realise
its potential as an arts destination – there is no magic
solution.
Even today Grizedale’s sculptures sit in countless
coffee table books about ‘environmental’ or ‘land art’,
and feature in the Rough Guide and Lonely Planet
guides. Buying such positive PR would be very
expensive indeed. It is commonplace for
international visitors to arrive at Grizedale on a
pilgrimage to see the sculptures, and an evolving

Links
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/grizedalehome
http://www.grizedale.org/about/
http://www.cumbriatourism.org/marketing/culture.a
spx
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CASE STUDY 4 – Grundy Art Gallery, a valuable
ingredient in the emerging Blackpool
‘The Grundy Art Gallery is a real jewel in
Blackpool’s crown. Every year, thousands
of people flock to the gallery to experience
the work of artists that they would
otherwise have to travel to Liverpool or
London to see. Every year, thousands of
local schoolchildren and adults learn
about visual art and its place in our
lives. And every year, the gallery works
with contemporary artists to highlight
what makes our town special, from our
seaside location, to our entertainment
heritage to the amazing people who live,
work and visit here. We want to make
Blackpool a truly great place to be. Both
now and in the future, the Grundy has an
important place in the hearts of local
people and in our visitor economy.’

Project name
Contemporary visual arts programme
Delivery organisation
Grundy Art Gallery, Blackpool
Dates
Ongoing

Cllr Graham Cain
Portfolio Holder for Culture and Tourism
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Location
Blackpool
Funders
Blackpool Borough Council, Art Council, England
Partners
Art Council, Blackpool Borough Council

Name of artist/s
Various

What
Grundy Art Gallery organizes a programme of
contemporary visual art exhibitions that feature the
work of established and emerging artists from the UK
and abroad, as well as historically important artwork
loaned from major UK institutions and objects from its
own permanent collection. This programme is
increasingly ambitious and wide-ranging. Being
situated in Blackpool is an important factor in the
gallery’s recent and planned development. Its
programmes draw upon Blackpool’s heritage and
contemporary culture. Blackpool provides Grundy a
unique platform to work upon, which is challenging,
relevant and attractive to artists. Grundy provides
artists with the opportunity to develop ideas and take
risks in a beautiful exhibition space in an incredible
location. Grundy is part of Blackpool's Arts
Service, which develops and delivers arts projects
which engage Blackpool's residents, communities
and visitors in the arts, supports the town's arts
community and places the arts at the centre
of Blackpool's unique and important cultural
environment.
Why
In recent years there has been talk about the concept
of developing Blackpool away from an older model of
mass seaside tourism to a more diversified economy
with the growth of creative industries and a more
sophisticated cultural offer for both residents and
visitors (including critically the higher spending
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culturally-motivated visitors). The Grundy positions
itself as the contemporary arts element in this
development process, embracing and championing
Blackpool’s unique culture. The Grundy offers an
opportunity to act as an ambassador within the town
and to the wider world to project positive and
creative signals from Blackpool to counter the
negative perceptions that exist.

Impact
The Grundy has been reinvented in recent years and
has earned respect through a new curatorial
approach. The Grundy was a rare addition to the Arts
Council’s national portfolio ofegularly funded
organisations in early 2011 in recognition of its
quality, and its ability to reach different audiences.
Links
http://www.grundyartgallery.com/
http://www.blackpool.gov.uk/services/AF/ArtsDevelopment
http://www.visitblackpool.com/site/attractions/muse
ums-and-galleries
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Benefit Four - Attracting talent, trade and
investment
“Every place - community, city,
state, region, or nation - should ask
itself why anyone wants to live,
relocate, visit, invest, or start or
expand a business there. What does
this place have that people need or
should want? What competitive
advantages does this place offer that
others do not?17”
Marketing Places: Attracting Investment, Industry and
Tourism to Cities, States and Nations, Phillip Kotler,
Donald H. Haider, Irving Rein (1993)

The importance of the contemporary visual arts is
about more than ‘flagship’ or ‘iconic’ cultural projects
and major capital projects, which are often flawed
and are usually located in major urban centres to
ensure sufficient footfall. Culture-led regeneration
should also be about the local, the small-scale, the
rural, and the provincial. Culture has always
regenerated places, often starting from small things

that change people’s quality of life. Get quality of life
right, and many other things follow.
Research undertaken by the Communications Group
Plc. has shown that as more and more cities and
regions meet the basic ‘hard’ criteria for investment
and relocation decisions, inward investors and
relocaters are increasingly influenced by ‘soft’ or
‘quality of life’ factors18.
Their research was based upon survey work of 102
members of YouGov’s Think-tank panel of business
leaders, and 22 senior executives of companies that
employed over 500,000 individuals in up to 140
countries. The study went on to state that successful
destinations needed to have a clear and authentic
identity that set them apart from other competing
places. Too many places are ‘clone towns’,
indistinguishable from each other and with few
‘attractors’ in the form of iconic architecture, green
infrastructure, cultural facilities, and events19.

18
17

Kotler, Haider and Rein (1993:14)

See The Power of Destinations and Cities: The Destination Identity,
Communications Group Plc. (2008) and Cities: The Destination Identity (2010)
19
See Sean Young, Locum Consulting, page 11, Power of Destinations

The Communications Group research revealed that
65% of inward investment decision makers were
‘finding it increasingly difficult to differentiate
between investment locations; of these 92% said that
as a result, the image and profile of a location is
becoming more and more influential in their decision
making’. 60% of interviewees stated that soft factors
like architecture and culture have become more
important in the past 5-10 years.
The most successful destinations, marry the softer
factors with the hard, to create images and
perceptions of a place where it is fun and interesting
to live, work and play.
It is worth looking for a moment at the how the
decision makers in the Communications Group study
rated the different factors for business ‘destinations’,
Strong economy - 68%
Agreeable climate and environment – 67%
Friendly local people – 66%
Strong tradition in culture/arts – 60%
Widely available entertainment/leisure – 60%
Skills base/educated workforce – 58%
Exceptional architecture – 50%
Good public services – 46%
Attractive labour legislation -32%
Strong currency – 30%

Attractive employer legislation – 30%
Affordable housing – 28%
Sporting excellence – 26%
Celebrities in music, film and fashion – 22%
Other 6%
These finding are rather startling, because they
suggests that culture and the arts are not luxury
items, but fundamentals in how places attract talent,
trade and tourism20. Having a reputation for culture
and the arts ranked higher than public services or
affordable housing. There are, obviously, some
factors in the above list that apply with more
relevance to countries or cities than sub-regions like
Cumbria and Lancashire, but the key message is that
if you can compete in terms of infrastructure then a
great deal comes down to softer factors. The question
arises; can Cumbria and Lancashire afford not to have
a strong cultural offer? The question is whether high
value creative and knowledge-based value workers
are willing, and able, to pursue these economic
activities in places like Carlisle, Lancaster, Barrow,
Preston, Burnley or in rural areas like Coniston
without a dynamic cultural offer.

20

Surveys on the potential for attracting creative commercial businesses to
Cumbria, undertaken in 2006 by B2B International, revealed that many
respondents thought Cumbria was a place where nothing much happened.
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The answer has two elements; though it is well
evidenced that these workers require the right ‘hard’
infrastructure (buildings, roads, railways, broadband,
etc.) and access to markets, crucially, once a
destination has these ‘hard’ elements they also
demand certain ‘softer’ items. And having a dynamic
and interesting cultural life, which includes elements
like the contemporary visual arts, is a key part of this.

Maps of the arts provision for Cumbria and Lancashire show that
provision is thinly spread indeed. Source: Arts Council.

Fascinatingly, even sectors that would seem to have
no connection to the arts make inward investment
decisions based on whether places have a ‘strong
tradition in culture and the arts’. Why? Because
businesses need to attract people to work for them,
and smart businesses know that people want an

interesting and rewarding lifestyle. OECD research
supports this,

“What different destinations have to offer
depends not just on economic factors, e.g.
standards of living or locational factors
such as accessibility, but also on
intangible factors such as the
“atmosphere” of a place or its general
quality of life21”.
The seminal work on this subject, The Creative
Class, by Richard Florida was published in 2002.
Florida illuminated the fact that the basis of economic
advantage has shifted from ‘basic factors of
production, such as raw materials or cheap labour,
towards human creativity22’. He stressed the
importance of attracting and retaining creative
people as a basis for driving economic growth, and
warned of the perils of failing to do this. Critically, for
Cumbria and Lancashire, he argued that ‘quality of
place’ was critically important to the ‘creative class’.
And that quality of place was defined by a series of
intangible or ‘softer’ factors, like environmental
quality, atmosphere, street culture and cultural
21
22

P27 OECD
OECD P34
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buzz23. For Florida whether places like Cumbria and
Lancashire are successful or not relies upon getting
the softer factors like the cultural offer right,
otherwise smart people and businesses would leave.
Richard Florida’s recent study of the creative
economy and its relationship to physical spaces and
lifestyle issues (Who’s Your City? Richard Florida,
2009, Random House) shows a series of mega-regions
emerging across the globe where much of the
world’s economic activity is taking place. Critically
though one of these mega-regions covered
Manchester and Liverpool, it did not include much of
Cumbria and Lancashire. If this analysis is correct,
then this area risks becoming a backwater that does
not deliver the social, cultural and economic
conditions required in both the present and future.

If Florida is right, and his analysis is
now largely accepted around the
world, then Cumbria and Lancashire
need to ensure that they create the
right ‘cultural atmosphere’…

23
Such august bodies as OECD now write about ‘cultural buzz’ in their analysis
of the success or failure of different communities. See OECD p34.

This map (a working draft) shows the creative process at work in
Barrow-in-Furness thanks to Art Gene. The Map serves as an
introduction to a wide range of interests - historic - prehistoric natural history - industrial history - and leisure activities and
provides links for further reading. The key point is that an
organisation like Art Gene can bring a powerful vision and
process to benefit communities and make regeneration more
effective.
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CASE STUDY 5 - Tullie House Museum and Art
Gallery Trust; being a key part of Carlisle’s
embryonic placemaking
“Carlisle needs to establish a
critical mass and culture
attracts people to live, work,
study and visit”
Carlisle: Once and Future City

Project name
Contemporary Arts Exhibition Programme
Delivery organisation
Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery Trust
Dates
Ongoing
Location
Carlisle
Funders
Arts Council England, Carlisle City Council, Cumbria
County Council and others…
Partners
Carlisle City Council, and others…
Name of artist/s
Various

What
Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery Trust provides
exhibition space created in 1989 through a £5 million
redevelopment of the museum complex. It is one the
largest and most attractive contemporary art
galleries in the North West. The gallery houses largescale touring and self-produced exhibitions. The
gallery is a key part of Carlisle’s visual arts sector,
complimenting the fine art and media courses
provided by the University of Cumbria, and other
studio groups and artist run gallery spaces in North
Cumbria.

“Carlisle has thrown its hat into the
ring wearing just its underwear, not
dressed up or posing. Carlisle is ripe
for the title of UK City of Culture”

Hannah Stewart, Creative Director, Freerange Artists

"I love this gallery, it is fantastic. I am
only 12 but I love art. I love the way some
people have expressed them. I would love
to see more art.”
School visitor to Tullie House

“This is what art is all about! Really well
done! Need more exhibitions like this
locally.”
Visitor to Tullie House

Why
The Economic Strategy for Carlisle City Region cites
that the primary challenge for Carlisle is to ‘make
Carlisle a more attractive place to live, work, study,
visit and invest’, and that the city needs to ‘eliminate
negative perceptions associated with Carlisle’s
location’. If Carlisle is to attract investment, talent and
trade over the next decade then a key ingredient in
the future of the city will have to be to build a
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reputation as a dynamic contemporary cultural city.
Carlisle recently tried to secure UK ‘City of Culture’
status for 2013. The ultimate failure of the bid was not
a surprise, but two things are really important about
the process of pursuing the City of Culture status:
Firstly, that the key stakeholders publically stated
that culture and creativity were essential ingredients
for the future of the city, and, secondly, that Carlisle
culturally is underdeveloped with just the bare bones
of such a cultural offer. Tullie House Museum and Art
Gallery Trust is a key part of what does exist, and it
will require further support.

“What a surprise! To find
such an interesting, beautiful,
intelligent exhibition by
chance”
Visitor to Tullie House
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Impact
The contemporary visual arts programme at Tullie
House has been an important ingredient in Carlisle’s
efforts to establish itself with a visual arts reputation.
35,000 people visited contemporary art exhibitions in
Tullie House in 2010-11, and 8,000 people
participated in projects.

"Finally a decent,
exciting, contemporary
exhibition in Carlisle”
Visitor to Tullie House

If Carlisle it to change perceptions of the city then it
will need to hold on to, develop and enhance, its
contemporary cultural offer. This will require
investment in things like the contemporary visual arts
at Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery Trust.
Nobody think the current cultural offer in Carlisle is
as good as it could be, but building on those assets
that do exist is critical if the city is to meet future
challenges.
Links
www.tulliehouse.co.uk/art-gallery
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CASE STUDY 6 – Peter Scott Gallery; the cultural
offer needed to attract university students and
staff

“Bloody loved it!”
Student gallery visitor

Project name
Contemporary visual art programme
Delivery organisation
Peter Scott Gallery, Lancaster University
Dates
1974-ongoing
Location
Lancaster University Campus
Funders
Lancaster University, Arts Council England,
and others
Partners
Lancaster University, Arts Council England,
and others
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Name of artist/s
Various
What
Peter Scott Gallery is a public art gallery and
a key element of the combined arts
organisation Live at LICA (Lancaster Institute
for the Contemporary Arts). It is
professionally run, industry-funded and
contributes to the wider sector whilst being
relevant and of benefit to artists and local
residents.
Based at Lancaster University, Peter Scott
Gallery plays a major role in providing a
distinctive cultural offer to the student, staff
and visitor experience through its collections
and temporary programme. The outwardfacing programme reflects new
developments in the field, and the gallery
meets sector standards in its work; this
enables the gallery to deliver exciting visual
arts practice to the general visitor whilst
engaging with and remaining relevant to the

University's teaching and research activity.
Peter Scott Gallery provides students and staff
with a genuine understanding of the art
gallery sector and the contemporary visual
arts. The gallery is therefore a great asset to
Lancaster University as a whole, and a real
attraction and benefit to individuals hoping to
study and work there, whatever their field of
interest.

“Staff and students enjoy being able to
take a break from their work and study
to enjoy the special exhibitions
alongside the permanent collections in
the Peter Scott Gallery”.
Professor Amanda Chetwynd
Pro Vice-Chancellor, Lancaster University
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Why

Students are well tuned in to cultural vibrancy and universities have to
meet their expectations for a thriving contemporary cultural offer.

“I came away with a tangible sense that
the team of Live at LICA shows a way of
working together that I have only ever
experienced in the world of independent
arts companies - trusting, mutually
supportive, flexible and nonhierarchical, whilst pushing the
boundaries with a full programme of
new work. To achieve and sustain this
within the belly of a huge institution
like Lancaster University is an
achievement to be proud of”.
Sue Gill - artist

Lancaster University is an organisation that
competes in a world market for students and
staff, and, like many of the leading
universities, recognizes that students judge
institutions critically on the cultural offer that
is provided. Peter Scott Gallery enriches the
Lancaster University offer and contributes to
its core activity. As Curator Richard Smith
states, 'No community of this size (more than
16,000 people) that is serious about being an
intellectually thriving organism can manage
without cultural space'. The University has
three objectives: excellence in research, in
teaching, and progressive engagement with
the local community. The contemporary
visual arts (and wider cultural and creative
activities) contribute to all three of these
objectives. Combined with the other
elements of Live at LICA, Peter Scott Gallery
offers a significant and valuable contribution
to the aims of Lancaster University.

“Brilliant thought provoking, visually
tantalizing and evocative.”
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“Interesting and diverse show, well
curated.”
“Very enjoyable. Challenging. Varied.”
Visitor comments

Impact
In addition to receiving sector recognition,
evidenced in the gallery achieving Full
Accreditation from the Museums Libraries
and Archives Council and becoming one of
the Arts Council National Portfolio
Organisations with Live at LICA, one of the
most significant impacts has been the role
that the thriving cultural and creative facilities
have played in the development of the LICA
building. The LICA building is home to the
teaching and research facilities in art, design,
film studies, music and theatre at Lancaster
University. The £10,000,000 facility will
contribute to the ongoing research
excellence found in the recent UK
government Research Assessment Exercise
which placed Art and Design research in the

UK's top 3 with 80% of research classed as
world (4*) or internationally (3*) leading
quality.
‘The Peter Scott Gallery is an essential
element of the creative culture within
Lancaster Institute for the Contemporary
Arts. As an art gallery, it is a practicing
environment for art students, but its
influence and impact is wider.
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It provides a site for the understanding of
galleries and museums as cultural spaces
and as organisations and therefore
provides opportunities for study and
collaboration with design, theatre and
music graduates, as well as management
graduates and beyond. Its collections are
available to staff and students throughout
the university, who through novel
programming and curation are able to
engage actively with archived works, this
also promote interdisciplinary discourse
around contemporary issues.
The Gallery is also a means of connecting
the university with the public, offering not
only a visitor experience of engagement
with the arts programme but a bridge
between visitors and the universities
principle activities of teaching and
research”.
Rachel Cooper - Co-Director and Professor of
Design Management at ImaginationLancaster

Links
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http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fass/lica/
http://www.liveatlica.org/

Benefit Five - Attracting higher value tourists
In the past decade analysts around the world have
documented the growing importance of culture and the
arts to tourism. The World Tourism Organisation (WTO)
described cultural tourism as ‘all aspects of tourism that
can teach visitors about their past and inheritance, as well
as their contemporary lifestyles’. WTO recognize cultural
tourism as one of the largest and fastest growing segments
in the global tourism marketplace24. Research from around
the world has suggested six key reasons why every

24

Quoted in ‘Cultural Tourism and the UK City of Culture’, Paul Williams, (Apr
2010) – Source: Tourism Insights,
http://www.insights.org.uk/articleitem.aspx?title=Cultural+Tourism+and+the+
UK+City+of+Culture

tourism destination in the world should take culturally
motivated tourist seriously, they are more likely to,

To be new customers/first-time visitors
Be from geographically distant source
markets
To be staying visitors and stay longer in a
destination
To respect, understand and engage
meaningfully with communities they visit
To engage in other travel and hospitality
activities
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To spend more per trip than non-cultural
tourists25
These are well-evidenced findings, and are taken
seriously by the world’s leading economic development
organisations including UNESCO and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). OECD
recently stated the importance is very simple terms,

‘Culture and tourism have a mutually
beneficial relationship which can
strengthen the attractiveness and
competitiveness of places, regions and
countries. Culture is an increasingly
important element of the tourism product
as it creates distinctiveness in a crowded
global marketplace.26’

And other OECD data shows that attracting culturallymotivated visitors is a surefire way to identify those
persons who spend more money per trip.

That is the key issue; there are many thousands of tourism
destinations around the world and many have the same
hard infrastructure, or similar landscapes, creating
distinctiveness is not easy, it requires investment and
creativity; the kind of creativity that contemporary visual
arts organisations provide. According to OECD the
numbers of cultural tourists has nearly doubled in recent
years:

25

Summarised from ‘Cultural Tourism and the UK City of Culture’, Paul Williams,
(Apr 2010) – Source: Tourism Insights
26
The Impact of Culture on Tourism – ISBN- 978-92-64-05648-0 © OECD 2009

This data shows cultural tourists spending nearly twice as
much as ‘sun and beach’ visitors and nearly six times as
much as visitors on ‘rural holidays’. It is because of data
like this that the ‘destination management’ organisations
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for Cumbria and Lancashire have given cultural tourism
increasing prominence in the past decade.
The tourism data for most countries does not enable us to
judge which elements of the cultural offer are attracting
the visitors. But some countries, like Canada, do have data
that makes this possible and the picture that emerges is of
the visual arts being an important part of the picture27:

tourist visits to the City in 2008), £753.8 million additional
direct visitor spend, and 2.6 million international visits
primarily motivated by the cultural programme (97% of
which were people making their first visit to the city).
Because the UK cannot hold the designation again for 20
years, a new UK competition has been launched. 14 UK
cities competed for the designation (including Carlisle).
Birmingham, Derry, Norwich and Sheffield were
shortlisted and Derry was selected as City of Culture 2013.
In the statement that accompanied the launch of the
competition, Ben Bradshaw, then Culture Secretary,
commented:
‘The

It is worth emphasizing that more people travel to Canada
from the United States for the visual arts each year than do
to ski. But examples closer to home also make the point:
In 2008 Liverpool was EU Capital of Culture28. A detailed
academic impact study undertaken by the University of
Liverpool (http://www.liv.ac.uk/impacts08/) has showed a
8:1 return on investment. The cultural programme created
9.7 million additional tourist visits to Liverpool (35% of all

UK needs a step change in its cultural
life and to engage with the whole country.
The idea that we give up on arts and
culture in the regions at this very point
because of the economic downturn... I
think the opposite is what we should be
doing. All the evidence shows that people
want it and need it more.29’

Another example of this in practice would be the
‘Illuminating Hadrian’s Wall’ project that contemporary
arts organisations delivered along the Hadrian’s Wall
corridor in 2010. This project, which involved burning
torches lit at intervals to create a continuous line of lights
along the wall.

27

Both tables on this pages from The Impact of Culture on Tourism – ISBN- 97892-64-05648-0 © OECD 2009, P. 22-23
28
Glasgow was also Capital of Culture, in 1990, and this is widely credited with
having a ‘transformative’ effect on the City.

29

http://www.culture.gov.uk/what_we_do/communities_and_local_government/6
015.aspx
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TOTAL = 5.06 Billion
Tourist days:
Blackpool and Lancashire 75 million.
Cumbria 54.3 million

TOTAL = 129.3 million visitor days
Tourist numbers:
Blackpool and Lancashire 58 million
Cumbria 40.8 million
Illuminating Hadrian’s Wall (artists impression)

The project inspired thousands of people to volunteer to
participate in the project, 50,000 spectators, and resulted
in £3 million of economic impact as people travelled to the
area for the event. The project reached a domestic
audience of 155 million people through 544 articles,
broadcasts and on-line reports, and an international
audience of 700 million people (excluding a potential 1.2
billion audience of CCTV in China who ran a 2 minute
editorial). The advertising equivalent value of this PR was
estimated to be £4.5 million30. It was a powerful example
of how creative projects can animate the landscape and
cultural heritage, make people see it differently, and
enthuse people about it afresh.

TOTAL = 98.8 million tourists
Employment (FTEs):
Blackpool and Lancashire 54,000
Cumbria 32,860

TOTAL = 86,860 FTE jobs

The economic importance of tourism to Cumbria and
Lancashire can scarcely be overestimated. This area
includes two of the most popular tourism destinations in
the UK in Blackpool and the Lake District. One reason
cultural projects can be so powerful for tourism is that they
inspire local people to be more passionate champions of a
place, through perhaps the most powerful form of
advertising, word-of-mouth.

CUMBRIA AND BLACKPOOL &
LANCASHIRE TOURISM STATISTICS
Tourism revenue:
Cumbria £2.07 billion
Blackpool and Lancashire £2.99 billion
30

Meeting notes from Hadrian’s Wall Heritage Ltd, July 27 2010
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‘Cultural tourism can be particularly
important for rural areas, since there are
often few alternative sources of income31’.
There is a common misconception that the tourism market
of areas like this are based simply on the landscape. But
tourism analysis for Cumbria and Lancashire shows that
culture (both historic and contemporary) is an extremely
important element in visitor’s motivation for visiting.
Cumbria has 6 visitor segments, according to Arkenford
analysis from 2006, several of which are partly motivated
by cultural experiences. The highest value visitor
segment are ‘cultured families’, which make up 14%
of the visitor market. It is worth pausing and thinking
what 14% of the Cumbria and Blackpool and Lancashire
tourism market might be worth:

The tourism marketing for Lancaster uses the cultural vibrancy of its arts
organisations in marketing as an ‘attractor’. Source:
http://www.citycoastcountryside.co.uk/site/things-to-do/inspireme/culture-vultures

Hundreds of million of pounds of tourism revenue, and
tens of thousands of FTE jobs rely upon Cumbria and
Lancashire getting its cultural offer right. The international
research has shown that rural or provincial areas often
have the most to lose if they get this wrong,

£708 million
14 million tourists
12,160 FTE jobs32
When one looks at the value of cultural tourism, and
culture in tourism per se, it is no wonder that is has been
described as the ‘Holy Grail’ of tourism development33.
31

The Impact of Culture on Tourism – ISBN- 978-92-64-05648-0 © OECD 2009, P.
24
32
These figures are indicative and ignore the fact that other visitor segments
also have an interest in culture.
33
Quoted in ‘Cultural Tourism and the UK City of Culture’, Paul Williams, (Apr
2010) – Source: Tourism Insights,
http://www.insights.org.uk/articleitem.aspx?title=Cultural+Tourism+and+the+
UK+City+of+Culture
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Critically, the ‘trip spend’ for ‘cultured families’ is £955,
which is the highest figure for any visitor segment, and is
almost double the ‘trip spend’ for visitors whose
motivation is the natural environment. Analysis done in
2010 for the Lake District’s World Heritage nomination
process revealed that in an otherwise static market a 1%
shift from the other market segments to ‘cultured
families’ is worth more than £20 million per year.

open minded about visiting different places and stepping
off the beaten track, and the most demanding in terms of
activities and entertainment. These people make up more
than 20% of the short break market, and take on average 4
short breaks a year. They make up 23% of the Long
Holiday market, and are the most likely to holiday in
England. In short, anywhere really serious about tourism
thinks carefully about how to attract these people, and
having a reputation for the contemporary visual arts is one
of the ‘attractors’ that destinations can use.
It is staggering to think that hundreds of millions of pounds
of tourism spend, and thousands of jobs in Cumbria and
Lancashire may rest on getting the cultural offer right. The
authors of this report would suggest that it is one of the
key challenges facing the tourism industry in Cumbria and
Lancashire and needs to be resourced effectively’.
Being perceived by potential visitors as a ‘culturally
vibrant’ tourism destination is not an exact science. Even
hardened economists and statisticians abandon their usual
terms of reference when analyzing it and write instead
about ‘atmosphere’, ‘vibrancy’, ‘reputation’ and
‘creative buzz’.

Cultural tourism is a major strand in the ‘selling’ of the Lake District.
Source: http://www.your-brochure-online.co.uk/golakes_guide_2011/

The UK-wide Arkenford segmentation analysis, as used by
Visit Britain, shows that ‘Cosmopolitans’ are the group
most likely to have an appreciation of art and culture34.
They make up 15% of the population. They are the most
affluent visitor segment, are relatively young, are the most
34

Research by OECD and other suggests that to get this
right requires investment, to build a critical mass of
cultural activities, needs a degree of permanence. Events
are particularly important in this tourism economy. There
is a global move, championed by UNESCO, ICOMOS and
others, to create more meaningful engagement between
visitors and host communities, something that North by
Northwest member organisations have been working on.

Market Segmentation, Visit Britain, England Research, 2005
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individuals willing to service the sector... But the
more dependent the area becomes on tourism the
more any real culture is driven out, the very thing
the tourists come to see is inadvertently destroyed
by them and ends up being replaced as a vacuous
commodity. It is interesting to note that the
Cumbria Tourist Board is now directly
commissioning ‘art works’, creating the culture it
deems to be appropriate for attracting visitors.
This is Disney, but this particular Disney world is
being moulded onto a real place, squeezing out,
suppressing and re-modelling the actual culture
of the area, much in the fashion of Victorian pubs
being renovated to look more like Victorian
pubs36.
Works by Christo and Jean Claude in the 1990s like ‘Wrapped Reichstag’
drew people from around the world. Christo dismissed any greater
meaning in these works than their aesthetic appeal.

Health warning
Not all contemporary visual artists and arts organisations
see the role of the arts as being to attract tourists.
Grizedale Arts in particular have been exploring, through
their work, new ideas about tourism, and challenging
orthodoxies35. In their work is a warning about the pitfalls
of doing art-for-tourism’s sake…

‘Art is increasingly used to market the landscape
as no more than an attractor for visitors and
consequently a source of income for the
35
Whilst it may not always be comfortable for other stakeholders, there is, of
course, real value in accepted wisdom being challenged by artists.

The cultural offer needs to be authentic, rooted and
engaging of local communities. This should not be a
‘stunt’, dropped in solely for visitors, it needs to be
genuine, rooted and lasting. OECD research undertaken
by Xavier Greffe suggests that there are four key issues
that affect cultural tourism:

The permanence of cultural activities
The degree of participation by local people
in addition to tourists

36

Adam Sutherland, Grizedale Arts, quote taken from Cumbria Life magazine
article, posted on http://www.grizedale.org/blogs/blog/.
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The territory’s capacity to produce all the
goods and services, i.e. the local context is
paramount
Interdependence of these activities to
foster “clustering effects”.
The ability of Cumbria and Lancashire to deliver effective
cultural tourism depends on these factors.

The 2010 Burnley tourism brochure shows how important the cultural offer
is to attracting visitors. Screenshot from www.visitburnley.com

CASE STUDY 7 – Lakeland Arts Trust; providing the
‘culture’ for cultural tourists (and residents)
‘Cumbria has a number of real strengths
that act as significant attractors for
tourists. These brand strengths are focused
around the area’s natural environment and

its rich heritage. Cultural tourists are
attracted to Cumbria, yet they do not view
Cumbria as a place in which to experience
contemporary art and performance.
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Instead they view a trip to Cumbria as an
antidote to a metropolitan cultural
experience. Younger adults are largely
absent from Cumbria’s cultural tourism
base. This important missing market
would be attracted to contemporary
festivals, arts, live music and outdoor
experiences.37’

Delivery organisation
Lakeland Arts Trust
Dates
Ongoing
Location
Abbot Hall, Kendal

Morris Hargreaves McIntyre

Project name
Contemporary Arts Programme

Funders
South Lakeland District Council, Henry Moore
Foundation, Northern Rock Foundation, John
Ellerman Foundation, and Arts Council.
Partners
Various local and national partners
Name of artist/s
Various

37
2009: Morris Hargreaves McIntyre, Building on our Natural Assets, Cumbria
Tourism.
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What
The Lakeland Arts Trust is typical of several North by
Northwest member organisations in that the
contemporary visual arts are one strand of the overall
offer. The Trust is also responsible for The Museum of
Lakeland Life, Blackwell an important arts and crafts
house and a new site on the shores of Lake
Windermere with a collection of historic boats.
The contemporary visual arts programme is primarily
delivered on the Abbot Hall site in Kendal, which also
houses important collections of fine art, furniture,
craft and the applied arts. Contemporary visual arts
have been an important strand of activity since the
Trust was established in 1962. The Trust’s attractions
have 75,000 visitors each year, with 25,000 visiting
Abbot Hall. The Trust has built a reputation for its
temporary exhibitions. Highlights have included
exhibitions of work by Lucien Freud, Ben Nicholson,
Lowry and a host of contemporary artists.
Why
The Trust provides an essential element in the
cultural life of Cumbria. There are real issues about
the quality of the lifestyle offer for Cumbria, and
whether it is appropriate to attract highly skilled
people to work in the county. Anecdotal evidence
from leading employers suggests that this restricts
their ability to recruit high value staff.

If Cumbria is to achieve its tourism and economic
goals it needs a bolder contemporary arts
programme, a small handful of organisations like the
Lakeland Arts Trust will be crucial to the process. Just
being a high quality art gallery in Cumbria is to make
a major contribution to Cumbria.

‘Cumbria’s cultural sector stimulates an
above-average response in levels of
participation and is a major asset for those
who live, work in or visit the County. It
achieves an important interaction with
tourism, Cumbria’s largest industry, as
well as acting as a generator of
employment and catalyst for creative
enterprise. The cultural sector deservedly
excites attention from an economicdevelopment perspective and it can also be
a determining factor in what makes places
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attractive for living and working in and
inspiring to visit.38’

questions of identity, history and the act of
living.’

John Myerscough

Hammad Nasar, Green Cardamom

Impact
The Lakeland Arts Trust provides a key part of the
cultural offer for the Lake District. Cumbria Tourism
uses the Trust’s different venues regularly in the
cultural tourism marketing.

Links
http://www.abbothall.org.uk/current-exhibitions

The Trust has earned a national profile that sees it
achieve media coverage unusual for a gallery of its
kind. Exhibitions are reviewed in national
newspapers such as the Times and The Guardian, and
on Radio 2.

‘Abbot Hall’s collection is emblematic of
British identity and culture with artworks by
the likes of John Ruskin, J M W Turner,
Barbara Hepworth and L S Lowry… by
selecting pieces from Great Britain’s
historical and cultural patrimony and
juxtaposing them with artworks by
contemporary artists from South Asia, the
Middle East and Euro America, the exhibition
opens up a dialogue between these different
locales and eras, and uses art to explore
38
2009: Myerscough, J., Cumbria Cultural Statistics Framework, A Digest of
Cultural Statistics, Cumbria County Council.
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Benefit Six - Stimulating a creative economy
The cultural sector and the creative industries have a
complex relationship, but most commentators agree
that creative businesses tend to cluster in places with
a strong cultural lifestyle offer. This symbiotic
relationship means that cities have a huge advantage
in attracting creative businesses and people, and
makes it challenging for dispersed rural or provincial
areas to compete. Most serious commentators on
economic development take the cultural offer of an
economic region very seriously.

When politicians talk about economic growth it’s the
financial sector or traditional industries like the
pharmaceutical sector that they tend to focus on. And
yet, over the past decade, the creative industries have
grown twice as fast as the rest of the economy.

The current Chancellor of the Exchequer, George
Osborne, supported this concept when he stated that
the success of Tate Modern ‘enhanced the standing of
the whole country’. He also identified that the arts
was a ‘fantastic example of ‘social responsibility’ with
governments, charities, businesses and social
enterprises working together for the good of society.
‘All too often the arts are seen as somehow separate
from the economy as a whole. This shouldn’t be the
case. Tate Modern alone generates £100 million in
economic benefits for the UK each year. And 80% of
visitors to the UK cite cultural attractions like the Tate as
the main purpose of their visit. But in spite of these
statistics, I still don’t think policymakers have
genuinely woken up to the economic importance of
the cultural industries.

A number of commentators have highlighted the relationship between
companies like Google and contemporary arts events like Burning Man –
with it being claimed that Google’s founders get a lot of their inspiration
from the arts event. See, The Google Story, David A Vise, PAN (2005)

In London, even during the financial boom, one in five
new jobs was in this sector. And across the UK, more
than two million people are employed in the creative
industries, which now contributes twice as much to our

balance of trade than the pharmaceutical sector does.
So if we’re to see sustainable economic growth in
the years ahead, the creative industries will have to
play a key role.39’
In this context, whether you like or personally
engage with the ‘contemporary visual arts’ or not, is
fairly irrelevant, because the bigger issue is that
other people do, and if this area of the North West is
to prosper then it desperately needs organisations
like the North by NorthWest members to provide a
dynamic cultural products and experiences. You can
have as many industrial estates as you like and superfast broadband everywhere but if inward investors
think your town or city has no cultural or artistic
tradition then you may fail. It’s that simple.
Our research suggests that the same symbiosis
between cultural offer and creative enterprises exists
in Cumbria and Lancashire.
The share of the economy of Cumbria and Lancashire
that is made up of ‘creative industries’ is much lower
than the regional or national average, with the sector
that does exist marked by small-scale businesses and
fragmentation that reduces the ability to add value to
products and experiences. It is sometimes suggested
39

George Osborne to Tate Family Conference, 30 November 2009

that these creative industry activities are peripheral,
but this not true. More than 320,000 people make
their living from ‘creative activity’ in the North West
(North West Digital and Creative Industries Strategy –
Sector Development Plan, 2007). These workers and
their skills hold the key to the economic future of the
sub-region.
A degree of failure is OK…
Only those places and people who do nothing avoid
failures. Avoiding risk is not a good strategy for
people or places; it is a recipe for inaction and decay.
The contemporary visual arts should be understood
as an investment in research and development (R&D)
of ideas, practices and aesthetics. Contemporary arts
organisations are laboratories for valuable
experiments in new ways of doing, new ways of
seeing and thinking, and new ways of changing
people and places in myriad ways. Like experiments
in any sector, most will fail, but ultimately places that
experiment develop solutions and avoid stagnation.
As with any other research and development
programme there will be failures and dead ends. But
is increasingly recognised by economists that to
discover better ways of doing things, you must try
lots of things and accept that many or most of them
will fail. Experimentations, diversity, complexity and
trial and error are all OK. Because places that do not
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do these things will not discover the better ways of
doing things. This is mainstream economic thinking
when it comes to business start-ups, and it should
also be how we think about contemporary visual arts
projects.
Complexity is not a problem, it is desirable…
The goal, in business start-ups and contemporary art
projects, should not be eliminate failure, but
encourage experimentation, identify solutions that
seem to work, and to support those that have the
potential to make a major difference to communities.
The problem at present is that this process requires
greater investment, and there needs to be greater
stakeholder awareness of the experiments that are
taking place, and a willingness to talent spot ideas,
people and practices that can benefit communities to
then invest in rolling them out and developing them.

“Our intention is to move beyond categorical
thinking and the stratification of architectural

systems and budget-based regeneration models.
This will involve a re-examination of hierarchies
and the seeking of emergent properties created
through re-worked relationships. We want to shift
to a perspective that makes transformation
possible.”
Alison Hand: Art Gene Board of Directors - Head of
Business Development, Architype Architects

“Our global economy the significance of the
nation-state is shrinking. The key units are
regions competing on a global scale. The
regions that will thrive in the future are those
that maintain the greatest diversity within
their boundaries: vital central cities and local
centers; beautiful open spaces; a respect for
historical identity to balance innovation; a
mix of different transportation systems; and a
system of culture and education that
mobilizes the talents of all of their
populations. Creating and maintaining this
regional pluralism is the vital task of
urbanism everywhere.”
Robert Fishman: Beyond utopia: urbanism after the
end of cities
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CASE STUDY 8 – Storey Gallery; a gallery’s value
to a creative industries centre
‘The mixture of
contemporary cultural
activity and business space
is at the heart of our
positioning strategy. It is
how we attract the
businesses we do. It is an
extremely important
element of what we offer
businesses’
Tom Clark, Chief Executive, The Storey Creative
Industries Centre

Project name
Storey Creative Industries Centre, Lancaster

Delivery organisation
The Storey Creative Industries Centre
Location
Lancaster
Funders

Arts Council England and others…

What
Central to Lancaster’s artistic, technical and scientific
innovation in the past, The Storey, has been remodelled as a purpose-designed centre for the
creative industries. Built in 1898 by local
philanthropist and tradesman, Thomas Storey, the
building offered educational opportunities to the
people of Lancaster. A group of artists effectively
rescued the building, restored parts of it, created the
Storey Gallery, and provided the Launchpad for its
current development as a creative industries centre.
The centre continues to maintain Storey's historic
philosophy that the building should be a place for the
people and inspire forward thinking. For this reason,
as well as being home to a growing number of

successful creative businesses, it offers a variety of
engaging events ranging from business conferences,
seminars and networking, to films, music, and
theatrical recitals. The building also plays host to an
exciting array of literary performances, workshops
and contemporary art exhibitions through partner
organisations, Litfest and Storey Gallery. The Storey
Gallery, renowned as “one of the most attractive
exhibition spaces in the North West”, is an
independent, publicly funded organisation which
promotes a programme of contemporary visual art by
nationally and internationally significant artists.
Why
Stakeholders recognize that the creative industries
have to be supported to take root outside of
Manchester and Liverpool, and that this will require
both suitable premises and support, but also
proximity to a compelling contemporary cultural
offer.
Impact
What the businesses tell us in the survey – when this
is returned to us.
The aesthetics of the Storey building are quite
distinctive and are a result of the contemporary arts
organisations shaping the ethos of the building. The
building ‘feels’ infinitely more creative and
interesting than comparable workspace in the town.
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The approach to workspace is also influenced by the
creative nature of the building;

‘Most modern workplaces hate people, but
we believe architecture should be 3
dimensional philosophy. And, that’s why
no two workspaces in the Storey are the
same. What we offer are blank canvases
for creative people and we won’t tell you
where your desk should be – or even if you
should have a desk. On imposing a
contemporary design and function to the
building, our architects have
acknowledged the richness of the
historical, geographical and architectural
context. The Storey is equipped with all the
features today’s creative industries need to
plug in, switch on and be creative,
including fast internet connection, a
staffed reception, security and lifts’.
Source: The Storey Creative Industries Centre website

http://www.storeygallery.org.uk/

The mixture of contemporary cultural offer and commercial premises at
The Storey provides for the lifestyle and commercial needs of tenants.

Links
http://www.thestorey.co.uk/
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Benefit Seven - Connecting communities to the
world (and vice versa)
‘I would like to see the presentation of the rural as an intelligent, valuable
contributor and leader of national cultural development – it’s happened before,
many of the most influential cultural developments have originated from the
provinces’
Adam Sutherland, Grizedale Arts
There is something inherently valuable in
communities being able to play an active role in the
cultural discourse of the wider world. To be able to
contribute to the shape of the world with a confident
and distinctive voice, rather than being passively
shaped by other people’s ideas and values. To live
solely according to other people’s idea, rules and
norms without any freedom of expression is little
better then being a machine. So the communities of
Cumbria and Lancashire need a contemporary
cultural voice.
The contemporary visual arts offer an opportunity
for the communities of Cumbria and Lancashire to
define their own, and other people’s futures, by
taking active and interactive part in a global visual
and intellectual culture. This is more than egotism, it
is essential if the realities of these communities are
to be seen, understood and heard. Places are
shaped in our, and the world’s, imagination by the

art that is created in, and about them. Great art from
communities like this can have global relevance and
impact.

Cities like Liverpool attend Expos like that in Shanghai for commercial
reasons, but showcase themselves in highly creative ways.

Having a cultural voice is part of what makes us free,
and is part of our being part of the global human
community. Listening to other people’s cultural
voices lets us better understand both them, and our

own cultures. It is a basic of civil society that people
have a degree of consensus on civic virtues – having
a shared arts culture enables to us to be part of the
process that results in a global civic society.
There are also very practical reasons for being
engaged in wider global cultural developments: it
fosters creative exchanges that ensure places keep
up to speed on global best practice and design
developments. It brings a wider cultural experience
to a place, providing new experiences, creating new
awareness of the diversity of the arts and of other
people. Through this engagement with the wider
world places develop an awareness of a place, and
their own cultural distinctiveness. Places that engage
with the wider world can start to build their own
brand and identity, turning a place into a cultural
destination. Showcasing local work on a global stage,
or vice versa, puts places on the cultural/artistic map,
but crucially businesses take this very seriously as
well.
This is why nation states, and major cities participate
in World Fairs, Expos and Biennales. Being seen to
be creative and culturally dynamic on the world
stage makes good business sense; it attracts
attention, communicates values (if done well),
engages people and speaks of the distinctiveness of a
place for doing business. It also demonstrates that a
place has ‘got its act together’ and is ‘with it’ and will
be a good place to do business with a ‘can-do

attitude’ to sustaining basic services and facilities. In
other words doing the contemporary arts right is an
indicator of how progressive and dynamic a place is.

The Venice Biennale is about more than art, it is a showing off and
marketing event artists, the arts sector and even for different nation states.

In the knowledge based economy learning from
others is increasingly important to retain a
competitive edge. It can be forgotten that the arts are
an export industry. International showcasing and
exchanges of knowledge and ideas leads to
commissions for artists and businesses that take part
in such activities, leading to commercial benefits, and
ongoing relationships. It is a two-way process in
which communities learn from each other through a
creative process.
The communities of Cumbria and Lancashire are
very much part of the global economy, and
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historically have played an active role in shaping
intellectual and aesthetic movements that have
shaped people’s lives across the globe. Two
centuries ago Wordsworth and Co. developed ideas
that shaped the way everyone in the world thinks
about landscape, conservation, freedom, democracy
and human ecology. Those ideas still drive tens of
millions of people to places like the Lake District
each year (for better or worse). There is a need to
generate new ideas for places to ensure they
continue to have contemporary resonance and do
not become stale.
The contemporary visual artists, and the other
creative practitioners, of Cumbria and Lancashire
offer the chance to develop ideas, practices and
work that can again in the present and future
influence the world. These communities are of
significance to the culture of the wider world, they
have had cultural and historic experiences that are
of value to others, i.e. being the birthplace of the
industrial revolution, and the landscapes that gave
the world a body of ideas about conservation. These
historic and contemporary experiences give us
unique perspective and can result in unique and
globally important work. An example of this is work
created by Grizedale Arts based on local issues and
the legacy of a local man John Ruskin.

“The chance to take the best work
abroad is a great ambassadorial tool,
and ever more important as we create
distinctive work… Our artists and
cultural organisations need to engage
internationally to ensure they
maintain their relevance and
competitive edge. To be world class
they need to be seen on the
international stage”.
Supporting Excellence in the Arts: From
Measurement to Judgement
Sir Brian McMaster January 2008

“According to UNESCO the UK is the
world’s largest exporter of cultural goods.
Now there’s something. When have we
been the world’s largest exporter of
anything recently? And this is achieved
with a taxpayer investment which is 0.1
percent of the recent HBOS bailout. Not
only that, with this tax payer investment
we generate more economic activity than
tourism, and we do this without a bonus
culture, and without a ‘talent drain’.
Talking Birds in 2008
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CASE STUDY 9 – Grizedale Arts; taking Coniston
to Sao Paulo
"We need it (the contemporary visual arts)
because a lot of residents born here grew
up without the arts, working to earn a
living from ‘early ‘til late’ was usually the
norm and they consequently never
travelled for it as they were not opened to
what it can do for the spirit and
education... Local people deserve the
chance to open their eyes to the arts in
whatever form and Grizedale Arts have
shown a most enterprising way of meeting
the community on their own ground and
have recently grown in the eyes of locals
who previously dismissed them as that
'arts crowd doing things for themselves... I
am passionate about making sure just
because we live rural that we get the
opportunities town folk take for granted
particularly our young folks."

Project name
Coniston Mechanics Institute
Delivery organisation
Grizedale Arts
Dates
2010-Ongoing

Anne Hall, Conservative Councillor for Coniston

Location

Coniston, Lake District,
Sao Paulo Biennial, Brazil
Funders
Arts Council +?
Partners
The communities of Coniston and Torver, Jeremy
Deller, Tate Modern,
Name of artist/s
Grizedale Arts and Jeremy Deller

A series of projects involving artists looking at how
the actions of individuals can change society and
culture through working with the community of
Coniston and Torver. The work explores the legacy of
John Ruskin, who lived near Coniston, by taking a
reconstruction of a room (and historic artifacts) of the
Mechanics Institute in Coniston to Sao Paulo, Brazil.

"The rural and particularly
Cumbria has allowed itself to
be portrayed as merely a
beautiful place, but beautiful
to no purpose. Beauty is not
an end in itself it is a vehicle
for ideas, an attractor to
convey a message"
Adam Sutherland, Grizedale Arts

What

Why
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To challenge the very idea of what art is, and what it
is for. To offer an alternative artistic programme that
is engaged in the community and environment of the
Lake District.
To provide an artistic programme, or experience,
that is genuinely rural, new, and distinctive.
To work with the community and the Coniston and
Torver Mechanics Institute to broker a more
meaningful relationship between villagers and
tourists that increases the quality of life.

To take this emerging body of ideas and work to a
global audience through the Sao Paulo Bienal, Brazil.
Impact
To Showcase the historic and contemporary
intellectual contribution of the Lake District alongside
the work of 160 other international artists at the Sao
Paulo Bienal, which has an audience of 600,000+
visitors. Supporting genuine community renewal in
Coniston by contributing to resurgence of mechanics
institute as a social asset.
Working with the community through schools,
churches, youth clubs, day centres, traditional
events, and through activities like gardening to
encourage social interaction and the strengthening of
community bonds. Offering a model for rural
community renewal, and for the role of artists in this
process.
Links
http://www.grizedale.org/projects/sao-paulobienal/the-sao-paolo-mechanics-institute
http://www.29bienal.org.br/FBSP/pt/29Bienal/Partici
pantes/Paginas/participante.aspx?p=53
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Benefit Eight - Engaging communities with other
agendas
Our research has revealed the surprising extent to which
the contemporary visual arts organisations (and arts in
general) add value to other initiatives and make other
things happen. In other words, whatever you may think
about the ‘art’ in the contemporary visual arts, the
evidence shows that it can achieve remarkable things in
communities through adding value to other initiatives and
agendas.
The point is simple, if you want people in a community to
‘come together’ to ‘work together’, or to ‘engage with’
each other then you need something to coalesce around.
To do anything successful with communities you need
something to offer them that is inspired, meaningful,
interesting, significant, fun or simply worthy of their
interest. The question is, what kind of activities, and what
kind of organisations, are most effective at bringing
people together, and engaging people in things of benefit
to them and their communities?
The evidence suggests that the contemporary visual arts
are just one of several ways to engage people, others
include sport, music, cooking, gardening, etc. The point is
that all of these activities can be used in different ways to
engage people with different ideas or practices. The
visual arts have a real advantage for work on community
cohesion in that they overcome linguistic barriers and
pose less of a barrier to people who might be less

mathematically able or literate. Marlene Beason, speaking
about the value of arts therapy for abused children
summarized this,

“The art offers a child something to ‘do’
besides talking. Children may resist a
verbal approach to therapy. One of the
reasons for this is that small children
simply may not have the language skills to
tell what happened to them. Older children
may distrust verbal communication
because their abuser probably lied to them
and threatened them. To add to this insult,
other adults may not believe them.40”
The spectrum of subjects and activities that people use the
arts to engage people with around the world is incredibly
broad, and this is reflected in Cumbria and Lancashire.
Our research has revealed the major role that arts leaders
and arts organisations play as engines of community
development. The North by Northwest organisations are
champions of work that looks very like what others
40

Quoted in Art Therapy Changes Lives of Abused Children http://www.arttherapyblog.com/child-art-therapy/art-therapy-changes-lives-ofabused-children/, Cathy Malchiodi, American Art Therapy Association

describe as the 'Big Society'. Dozens of examples exist:
like Mid Pennine Arts working with the local Primary Care
Trust on art in hospitals to achieve health impacts, or
working with communities to engage the with new or
improved green spaces/parks, or Art Gene engaging
communities and policymakers in a debate about the
value of terraced housing due for demolition by housing
renewal schemes, to folly and the Harris stimulating
debates for museum and arts sector on collecting digital
media, each and every NbyNW member organisation has
its own stories to tell of how they play this role.
Every local authority in the UK increasingly has to find
creative and effective ways to engage individuals and
communities who are subject to countless competing
demands on their time and attention. It is no coincidence
that across Cumbria and Lancashire there is a significant,
and perhaps growing, demand for arts organisations to
provide the community engagement required for policy
implementation. Though it has to be said that arts
organisations can most effectively engage communities
when they have been rooted in those communities for
some time, and have earned the respect of the locals
through their commitment to the place.
The evidence suggests that if people engage with the arts
they are more likely to go on and access further services
and continue the relationship with the local authority. The
basic point is that you need creative organisations to
engage people more actively in their communities, and to
inspire people to take a more active role in influencing
decisions on their communities and the things that affect

them41. Invite people to a public meeting about
‘community cohesion’ and they don’t turn up, invite
people to an inspired community arts event, and they can
get the message as well as starting to improve the
situation.

‘The role of the arts (in community engagement)
is to improve consultation and communication
with residents, a role that can be vitally important
during times of major change and regeneration…
Equally evident are the more personal and social
impacts of these art projects, the ways in which
they have transformed individual lives, helped
bind communities more closely together and
create a sense of pride and identity.
Peter Hewitt, Arts Council England
The anecdotal evidence we have collected suggests to us
that the communities which have the most dynamic and
socially engaged contemporary visual arts organisations
in Cumbria and Lancashire are more cohesive, have more
civic pride, and have a richer quality of life than they
would without the work of the North by Northwest
members. As one interviewee in Ulverston put it. ‘The
arts are a great bringer together of people’.

41

Citizen Engagement & Public Services: Why Neighbourhoods Matter, (2005)
ODPM/ Home Office 2 Arts Council England, 2005.
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CASE STUDY 10 – folly; engaging people with
digital media
“The contemporary visual arts can
provide a spark of inspiration to
motivate people to engage with
digital media meaningfully. People
need a reason to want to turn on a PC
and use the Internet…”

Funders
Lancashire County Council (£17,000) and Folly (inkind contributions)

Jennifer Stoddart, Head of Creative Programme, folly
Project name
Radar (Part of the Digital Participation Programme)
Delivery organisation
Folly
Dates
2010-Ongoing
Location
Lancaster, Preston Harris, Burnley Campus, Nelson,
Brierfield and now being rolled out elsewhere.

Members of the public participating in the AND Festival in Blackburn City
Centre. Projects like this have engaged people in digital technology
through informal settings and activities.

Partners
Lancashire Library Service
Name of artist/s
Jennie Savage, John Ebner, David Titley

"In the internet age, we need to
make sure that people aren't
being left behind as more and
more services and business
move online. But this issue isn't
just about fairness… promoting
digital inclusion is essential for a
dynamic modern economy and
can help to make government
more efficient and effective"

fabrication, geo-location and crowdsourcing, among
many other phenomena, present new environments,
languages, and capabilities, that can give individuals,
communities and businesses new tools for working
and living. If the UK is to become a digitally literate
society there is a need for these things to be
understood and utilised by the widest possible
constituency. This project explored how people in
North West communities could be motivated through
the contemporary visual arts to participate
meaningfully in digital media to bridge what the UK
government calls the ‘digital divide’ between people
who are reaping the benefits of the Web2 economy
and those who are being left behind.

The Prime Minister, David Cameron MP

What
This project involved artist residencies in public
libraries across the North West involving
collaboration with library staff to design and deliver
creative new ways to make libraries accessible
public gateways for culture. Other projects in the
series have explored creatively how people can be
inspired to engage meaningfully with digital media.
Why
Digital technology is transforming people’s lives.
Social networking, data visualization, digital

“The issue in the UK is that 10 million
people have never used the Internet. A big
number in itself, but perhaps more
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shocking when you look at how that breaks
down, and particularly the heavy
weighting to people who are already
socially and economically
disadvantaged…I believe that matters very
deeply because unless we take real steps
to solve it that gap is not going to go
away… If I am an individual I will save
£560 if I am online and that's a fact, and
even the poorest families save £270… This
is a core issue for us (UK Plc.) right now”
Martha Lane Fox, UK Digital Champion

Impact
Jennie Savage - 25 library staff and users engaged.
Audio walk downloaded 1448 times so far
John Ebner – 17 library staff and users engaged, 250
people per month participating
Dave Titley – 150 library staff and users engaged,
followed on Twitter by 750 people

The Space Invaders project worked with young people on the development
of a ‘game’.

The project has created new ways of thinking in
Lancashire’s libraries about how they can engage
with their communities – with the audio trail idea
being deemed so valuable it is being rolled out to
other libraries.
Links
http://www.folly.co.uk/programme/digitalparticipation-programme
http://bugs.folly.co.uk/
http://raceonline2012.org/manifesto/1
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Benefit Nine - Changing the way people think,
see and act
“The next stage in human evolution (if there is to be one) is, I believe, not about finding
creative ways to maintain the status quo. It is about making creativity ubiquitous,
powerful, purposeful and ultimately influential in that it should change the why and way we
live. I ask myself a question... How tough has it got to be out there in the seats of power for
‘them’ to be asking ‘artists’ to help them out?”
Stuart Bastik, Art Gene

It has long been claimed that the contemporary arts

can have a profound impact on people. Though the
debate about exactly how it affects people goes as far
back as Aristotle and Plato.
Evidence from around the world shows that
contemporary visual artists have been credited at
one time or another with having an impact on mental
and physical health, wellbeing, community cohesion,
skills attainment, gender equality, combatting
racism, animating historic or natural environments,
encouraging self expression, growing individual and
community confidence, engendering pride,
promoting individuality and self-reliance, stimulating
creative thinking, encouraging relaxation, reducing
delinquent behavior and crime, improving

educational attainment, overcoming linguistic
barriers, encouraging inter-generational, inter-faith,
and inter-gender relationships, improving selfexpression, improving attitudes and motivation,
making people more socially conscious, making
places more livable, encouraging civic responsibility
and ownership of issues, and many more things.
It’s a dizzying and perhaps optimistic mix of claims
and a century or more of social scientists trying to
categorically prove this argument one way or another
has not ended the debate.
The advocate of the arts can see a world full of
benefits and positive changes created by the arts.

‘Looking at art provides ‘much needed
refuge for reflection, sympathy, quietude,
inspiration, and even ecstasy in this
increasingly chaotic world. Looking
further can deepen knowledge of cultures
and artistic practice, develop and hone
observational skills, reveal insights into
history that other documents can't, and
encourage creative, analytical, and
autonomous thinking. Art can be funny,
and it can make you cry, too.42’

The cynic points to the myriad of influences and
variables on any individual or community and the
impossibility of attributing the benefit or change to
one element such as an art project43. Both are right to
an extent; people are subject to so many cultural
influences that any form of scientific measurement is
impossible, but that doesn’t mean the arts aren’t
important or influential, they just form part of a rich
and diversified set of influences on individuals and
communities. But this not a debate we will resolve
here, other than to say that countless communities
around the world see in the contemporary visual arts
a tool for achieving a vast range of community
impacts.
The value of community participation is often achieved
irrespective of the nature of the activity undertaken. A vast
body of literature exists to argue that through the arts
individuals can acquire skills, self-confidence, improved
social networks, leading to improved career prospects,
and a willingness to pursue other life opportunities44.
Countless studies have argued that taking part in
cultural/arts activities improves people’s capacity and
willingness to then participate in other activities.

The work of French artist JR has recently been credited with challenging
racial and ethic stereotypes.
42
Quoted from Yale University’s What is Art online magazine,
http://artgallery.yale.edu/pages/whatisart/whatisart.php

43

See, ‘What good are the Arts? John Carey, Faber & Faber (2005) for the
skeptics’ case.
44
See, for example, Not Just a Treat: Arts and Social Inclusion A report to the
Scottish Arts Council. Summary Report. Robina Goodlad, Christine Hamilton and
Peter D Taylor Centre for Cultural Policy Research and Department of Urban
Studies (September 2002)
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The arts are, of course, not magic,
and claims can be excessive, but they
represent a key tool in the toolbox of
those interested in creating better
communities and a better world.
In recent years government policy has increasingly
focused on supporting and empowering people to create
strong, more cohesive and engaged communities. The ‘Big
Society’ is just the latest form of this thinking. The previous
administration put great emphasis on ‘community
cohesion’. The benefits to individuals range from
broadening horizons, to raising aspirations, to providing
pleasure and stimulating new thinking. A global example
of this would be French TED Prize-winner JR who has
recently earned international fame and respect for his
work that challenges stereotypes and stimulates people in
conflict situations like Palestine or the gang-ridden favelas
of Brazil. The work has been credited with changing
perceptions and stimulating new dialogues between
divided communities. But even if these grand claims are
not true, it has undoubtedly turned the world’s attention to
places that would usually not get anywhere near the news.
If the case for the contemporary visual arts is to be made
on the basis of such claims or aspirations then there is a
need for new ways of measuring and exploring these
impacts. Current short-term and direct output matrices are
not likely to create such evidence.

We think the best way to communicate how the
contemporary visual arts can change the way people
think, see and act is to start to capture the stories of real
people in Cumbria and Lancashire. In this study we have
only been able to start this process, the case study below
tells the story of one person who believes his life was
changed significantly by the contemporary arts he
experienced when he was younger. The challenge is to
find ways to capture more of these stories and make them
available to external stakeholders. People understand
people, and this process of storytelling is important. At
present the contemporary visual arts has a myriad of
influences in the real world, in real people’s lives, but very
few of these stories are told.

“Introducing children and young people to
culture at an early age and as frequently as
possible is critical. It makes culture
familiar, it provides a framework for
understanding new cultural experiences
and above all it gives the opportunity for
engagement that many miss out on… We
must inspire a new generation of creative,
culturally aware and culturally active
individuals, giving people the chance to
experience the power of culture at an early
age”.
Supporting Excellence in the Arts: From
Measurement to Judgement
Sir Brian McMaster January 2008
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CASE STUDY 11 – Lanternhouse (Welfare State
International); and lasting impact on individuals
Project name
Lanternhouse
Delivery organisation
Historic, Welfare State International, Current,
Lanternhouse
Dates
1980s-present

Location

Name of artist/craftsman
Alex Hutt, Alex Hutt Furniture
What
Alex Hutt is a craftsman. He is the founder and boss of
Alex Hutt Furniture. He designs and creates bespoke
furniture for his clients. It doesn’t look like anyone
else’s work. He grew up in Ulverston, and spent lots
of his childhood ‘hanging around’ artists at Welfare
State International (now Lanternhouse) because his
mum worked there as an admin assistant. He didn’t
much like the school system, but he started to pick up
ideas and skills by watching what visiting and
resident artists were doing at Welfare State
International. What started as ‘hanging about’ turned
into making props, or learning to make stencils, or
watching how people worked with materials. As Alex
puts it, ‘I was immersed in art and the making of
things, and it made me want to create, and make
things’. He left education at 18 and started his on
carpentry business, and 15 years later he employs
two people in his workshop. It is, he says, ‘a career
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that I have loved since day one’. Half the time Alex is
working on conventional projects, but the other half
he is working on what he calls ‘artistically inspired’
projects. Alex has created work for a number of artsbased clients, and recently designed and built the
bespoke reception desk for Lanternhouse.

‘There is a long-term effect of having
organisations like Welfare State
International or Lanternhouse… A
drip effect, with creativity slowly
dripping into the way the place looks
and is. Over time this becomes a big
effect, though most people won’t
recognize or appreciate it’.

Why
Alex credits the arts with changing his life, changing
the way he does things, and sees things. Looking at
his work, and listening to him leaves you convinced
that it has had a major impact. Not many carpenters
drop into the conversation that they have just finished
a floating (anti-gravity) bookcase inspired by Piet
Mondrian, and his ‘geometric abstraction’ pieces. He
regularly uses skills and ideas he has picked up from
artists over the years, and credits Stuart Bastik at Art
Gene with providing him with an artistic way of
working, with a core technical focus on design. He
credits his involvement in the arts when he was
younger with ‘getting me out of Ulverston and down
to London, opening up my eyes to other ideas,
techniques and ways of living’. He also thinks that
Ulverston is a better place because of the arts. He
sees the arts as a ‘great bringer together of people’.
He is currently thinking of taking on an apprentice,
and is aware that he will have to ‘nurture his
creativity’.
Impact
No organisation measures the effect that childhood
contact with the arts can have on people like Alex 20
or more years later. The individual artists and
artworks Alex experienced as a child are mostly long
forgotten but through him they have all sorts of real
impacts in Ulverston and neighboring communities.
50% of Alex’s work is artistically inspired, word has
got around that if you want something creative and
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unique he can create it. Alex tells the story of one of
his best clients who stumbled upon Ulverston some
years ago whilst living in London and decided that it
was quirky and artistic, fun and had a great
community spirit. She now commissions work by him.
Alex suspects that his designs also influence other
joiners in the area, and has seen his creative ideas
admired and copied by more conventional joiners.
He feels that he is not alone, and thinks his peers,
who grew up in Ulverston and Barrow and other
communities with contact with contemporary visual
arts organisations, have had more creative lives and
done more creative work than they otherwise would.
He remembers Ulverston when he was a child, and is
convinced that something changed Ulverston and
made it more colorful, ‘The houses were once mostly
black and white, fairly boring, then people started
painting their houses interesting colors’.
Interviews with Matt Burke of Kendal College suggest
that Alex is only exceptional in having his story told
here. Lanternhouse continues to engage young
people in experiences that make a difference to their
lives. Young people like Conor Burrows who has
been a regular participant in digital art workshops for
the past three years. Conor progressed to become
apprentice to Stanza on his digital art exhibition and
occasional events photographer for Lanternhouse.

Conor has now decided he wants to pursue a career
in photography and is applying to University courses
this year.
The point is that these contemporary visual arts
organisations affect lots of people like Alex and
Conor. Kendal College experiences take up of
creative courses from some of these communities that
are beyond that which would be expected by
national benchmarks. Matt Burke sees the NbyNW
organisations as part of progression for his students,
influencing them throughout their childhoods and
teenage years, influencing them to choose
educational and life paths that are more creative, and
artistic, and then resulting in progression into
employment in economically valuable UK creative
industry sectors. This is a message that emerges from
research done by the sector skills councils, which
chows that creative arts education, or experiences,
results in innovation and creativity through all sorts of
seemingly non-related sectors.
Links
http://www.lanternhouse.org/
http://www.welfare-state.org/
http://discoverulverston.co.uk/
http://alexhuttfurniture.com/furniture-gallery
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Benefit Ten - Creating art for its own sake –
intrinsic worth
‘I know it’s become fashionable to adopt an instrumentalist view of the arts. To
talk about how the arts can help politicians meet wider economic or social
goals. But that’s not why we visit art galleries or go to the theatre. We engage
with the arts because great paintings and sculptures and installations are an
expression of who we are. There is no government metric policy report that can
ever fully capture this basic truth: that art matters for its own sake’
Rt. Hon. George Osborne MP to Tate Family Conference, 30 November 2009
The current Chancellor of the Exchequer was
absolutely right when he stated that the arts are
absolutely ‘an expression of who we are45’. Though
much of this report has been about how art can work
for places, the instrumentalist argument, there are
two very good reasons for finding ways to support the
contemporary visual arts for their own sake instead of
for short-term measurable external benefits
The first reason is that they often have best external
effects when they are pursued for their own sake. Art
has a horrible way of being corrupted and ruined
45

George Osborne to Tate Family Conference, 30 November 2009

when it loses its soul and tries to deliver against other
objectives as its primary objective.
The second reason is that whilst it does not always
show in a clearly identifiable way on the bottom line
of financial performance of cities and regions, having
the confidence as a community to invest in the arts for
their own sake, at whatever scale, sends a message
or signal that the community is progressive,
imaginative, and civilized and that it believes in its
own past, present and future.
Ultimately we look at or engage with art because we
want to, and because we choose to, whether it
changes us or not is a secondary issue, but few
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serious commentators doubt that it is an important
element of a life worth living. The intrinsic worth of
the arts is a subject beyond our current scope, and is
hotly debated by academics around the world. It is
generally shied away from in discussions with
external audiences because,

“They lie beyond the traditional
quantitative tools of the social sciences,
and often beyond the language of common
experience. Although many advocates of
the arts believe intrinsic benefits are of
primary importance, they are reluctant to
introduce them into the policy discussion
because they do not believe such ideas will
resonate with most legislators and
policymakers ... the arts community is
expected to focus on tangible results that
have broad political backing, such as
improved educational performance and
economic development46”.
Other commentators have rightly pointed out that in
overlooking artistic quality and integrity there is a

risk of losing the social benefits47. We believe that the
contemporary visual arts are often most valuable to
their communities when artists focus on what they do
best, simply being creative and creating things...

“I was in the middle of reading What Good
Are the Arts? When I went to see the
current revival of Death of a Salesman…
People were crying in the stalls the night I
saw it, touched by its infinite resonance.
This stately piece still has the capacity to
do what all art should do - to change the
way you see the world around you.
If I were a billionaire, I'd send a free ticket
to every person in the land because while I
may not, according to John Carey, be able
to prove it alters lives, I am absolutely
sure that a world without it would be an
infinitely poorer and less wise place”.
The arts column: Art can do good, art does change
lives, Sarah Crompton, The Telegraph 25 May 2000

47
46

K. F. McCarthy, E. H. Ondaatje, L. Zakaras, and A. Brooks, Gifts of the muse:
reframing the debate about the benefits of the arts, Rand Corporation, Santa
Monica, California, 2005

Marnie Badham, The case for ‘socially engaged arts’: navigating art history,
cultural development and arts funding narratives’, See
http://mams.rmit.edu.au/8nn22vgkb7pwz.pdf
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CASE STUDY 12 – The Harris Museum and Art
Gallery; an experiment in collecting digital art
‘The Current exhibition is
marvelous – beautiful,
tantalizing and forward
looking. This is just what a
first rate gallery like the
Harris should be doing’.

Funders
University of Central Lancashire (UCLAN), friends of
the Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Arts Council,
Preston City Council

Adele Jennison

Project name
Current: An Experiment in Collecting Digital Art
Delivery organisation
Harris Museum and Art Gallery and folly
Exhibition Dates
March 26-June 4 2011
Location
Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston

Thomson & Craighead’s piece 'The distance travelled through our solar
system this year and all the barrels of oil remaining' (2011)

Partners
Harris Museum and Art Gallery, folly (with FACT,
Furtherfield.org, CRUMB, Tate, Contemporary Arts
Society, and University of Central Lancashire)

Name of artist/s
Boredomresearch, James Coupe, Harwood, Wright
and Yokokoji, Michael Szpakowski, and Thomson &
Craighead
What
This project was a collaboration between the Harris
Museum and Art Gallery and digital arts organisation,
folly. The project consisted of an exhibition, an
acquisition and a public debate and formed a
pioneering practical case study for the collection and
integration of digital artworks into existing museum
collections. The Harris has always commissioned and
collected contemporary art. (See below for story of
Pauline in the Yellow Dress by James Gunn). The
Harris wants to represent the work of 21st Century
artists within the existing fine art collection, which
includes art works of many different periods and
styles. This exhibition included new work by five UKbased artists, selected from over 140 applications by
a panel of experts, from the Harris, folly, FACT,
Furtherfield.org and CRUMB.
One piece has been selected for acquisition, for the
Harris collection, by the expert panel. This was
Thomson & Craighead’s installation 'The distance
travelled through our solar system this year and
all the barrels of oil remaining' (2011). The work
consists of two wall based gallery projections that
dynamically display the number of remaining oil

barrels left in the world alongside the distance the
earth has travelled this year. The data is streamed
live from the RealTimeStatistics Project website. By
juxtaposing something global (the statistic streams)
against something local (a visit to a gallery and
contemplation of an artwork), the piece allows a
poetic connection to be made between the individual
and the world at large. A public debate took place to
analyse the experiment and share findings on the
challenges of collecting digital art.
Why
Current builds on the Harris' reputation for curating
bold and excellent quality exhibitions of moving
image and new media artwork. The Harris’ ambition
is to establish an important and nationally significant
collection of new media artwork that will be
integrated within the framework of the historical
collections.

"Very ambitious, awe inspiring
and interesting. An eye opener"
Harris visitor, Mar - April 2010

"Very compelling and
challenging”
Harris visitor, Mar - April 2010
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“We are delighted to acquire this piece by
Thomson & Craighead. The work is a
completely new departure for the Harris
Museum & Art Gallery. It’s very much of
the 21st century and could only be
produced now. It makes use of live stream
from the Internet, and also deals with the
big issues of the environment which are of
concern to everyone. It may not initially
have obvious connections with the Harris’
collections, however, artists have always
been concerned with helping us to
understand and relate to the world we live
in. Through the Current selection process
we have acquired a piece which is both
experimental and innovative.”
Alex Walker, Head of Arts & Heritage, Preston City
Council

The Harris is a reminder that the contemporary visual arts are often part of
a larger whole, in this case the contemporary additions to a collection built
over many decades.

Impact
It is perhaps too soon to judge effectively the impact of the
project, which has only just finished, however the
evaluation will inform future exhibitions and projects as
well as acquisitions at the Harris. The Harris is developing
a reputation for expertise in the field of collecting new
media which is already influencing sector developments.
Visitors to the exhibition have responded very positively

“Thank you for organizing the
seminar. It was very useful and the
exhibition was very inspiring”
London Art dealer
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It was great, and I never thought it
would be this interesting. Overall I
would say 10 out of 10, it was
fantastic”
Harris visitor, Mar - April 2010

“Thank you for inviting me to the seminar
last week. It was a really inspiring day. I
think you made an excellent selection for
the collection and I commend the Harris’
foresight and energy”
Kelli Dipple, Curator, Tate
Links
http://www.current-experiment.org.uk/
http://www.folly.co.uk/programme/currentexperiment-collecting-digital-art
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Some macro-observations on the N by NW
organisations…
Observation One
The breadth of what the 12 organisations do is
staggeringly wide and complex. This is a really
difficult mix of activities and potential activities to
explain and sell to people new to the sector.
Observation Two
Contemporary art, and artists, often see their role as
challenging accepted wisdom and conventional
practices. Finding common ground between partners
will be challenging.
Observation Three
Different case studies and stories will work best for
different stakeholders – we do not believe that
anyone needs so many or so diverse case studies.
This will just confuse people.
Observation Four
There is a powerful demand of local provision, with
most of the NbyNW organisations pulled in several
directions providing services and skills to external
stakeholders. Much of the investment into the

organisations is for specific projects and services.
This is not money for artists to do art for its own sake.
Observation Five
Contemporary visual arts have been a valued part of
these communities for a very long time. They
represent a combined presence in their communities
of 690 years (which makes them, on average, 58
years old).
Observation Six
People in these communities have as much right to
contemporary culture as anyone else. UK
Government policy will require arts provision.
Observation Seven
Rooted arts organisations produce distinctive unique
work that reflects the character of these communities.
These communities can, and do, inspire great art.
Observation Eight
The NbyNW organisations form a complex and often
mutually supportive arts ecology that is fragile.
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Observation Nine
These organisations manage and sustain some really
significant cultural venues, this seems to be forgotten.

SECTION FOUR
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The economics of investing in this make sense
We know what happens economically when
stakeholders invest in developing clusters of
cultural attractions and venues in Lancashire.
Thirty years of commitment and investment to
developing a ‘cluster effect’ in Lancaster
created the results captured in Genecon’s
economic impact study for Lancaster Arts
Partnership: More than 600 arts-based
businesses in the District, £7 million benefit to
the local economy each year, 200 ‘net
additional jobs’ just from the 7 organisations
studied alone. Compelling evidence of the
arts attracting creative people and businesses
to Lancaster.

work ‘Agreed’ or ‘Strongly Agreed’ that the
arts are ‘a very important part of my quality of
life’. Just under half of those surveyed thought
that ‘the range of arts activity in Lancaster
District differentiates it as a place to live’.
Soon afterwards several of the organisations
had their funding cut.

Core funders were achieving a higher rate of
return on investment than national
benchmarks, with every £1 spent by core
funders resulting in £5.19 spent in the local
economy. And 80% of people surveyed in the

They have a collective organisational
turnover of £8.8 million. Five of the
organisations have a turnover of in excess of
£1 million per year, though these tend to be
those organisations for whom the

That study was of a wider range of cultural
organisations and venues than this one, and in
a smaller area. Our study has been solely of
the 12 NbyNW contemporary visual arts
organisations. The results are equally
compelling:
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contemporary visual arts is just one element
of their offer. Grizedale Forest, for example,
is only partly a contemporary visual arts
venue it is also a multi-faceted tourism
attraction. The organisations which are
focused primarily on contemporary visual arts
are actually much smaller on average – in the
£100,000-£200,000 range. This is an important
point – the contemporary visual arts exist
partly as stand alone organisations and
activities, and partly as elements in a
complicated mix of experiences in different
venues. The total turnover figure thus creates
a misleading figure for the value of the
contemporary visual arts – only a fraction of
that turnover is related to the contemporary
visual arts. This report has used the following
assumptions for the share of turnover
reasonably attributed to the contemporary
visual arts:
Art Gene – 100%
folly – 100%
Grizedale Arts – 100%

Forestry Commission/Grizedale Forest –
10%
Grundy Art Gallery – 70%
Harris Museum and Art Gallery – 20%
Lakeland Arts Trust – 20%
Lanternhouse – 94%
Mid Pennine Arts – 80%
Peter Scott Gallery – 100%
(30% of Live at LICA)
Storey Gallery – 100%
Tullie House Museum/Art Gallery Trust –
7%
Which results in a turnover attributable to
contemporary visual arts total figure of
approximately £3.26 million. Which works
out as a turnover per head of population of
£1.68 per person. But it should be noted that
only about half of this is from the public purse
(see below). Eight of the partners receive at
present (2011-12) just under £1 million of
Arts Council RFO (regularly funded
organisation) investment. As a result of recent
cuts this is due to be cut by £433,551 (43%)
by 2012-13.
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Local authority investment in core running
costs of organisations which exist solely for
the delivery of the contemporary visual arts is
actually very low indeed: in the region of
£300,000 per year at present.
But this is a rather false and misleading
statistic, as it does not include the local
authority investment in organisations that are
multi-faceted in terms of their cultural product
and experiences. The reality is that Tullie
House (prior to becoming a Trust in May
2011), Lakeland Arts Trust, the Grundy Art
Gallery, and the Harris receive support from
their local authorities, either through direct
investment in the organisations/venues, or
through the provision of the building at no or
little cost, or through other forms of subsidy.
To take the Harris as an example is
illustrative:
Preston City Council investment in the Harris
is mostly not for contemporary visual arts
related activity. A reasonable way of

attributing the local authority investment in
the contemporary visual arts would be to
allocate the contemporary visual arts budget,
plus the following salaries:
Exhibitions Officer, Assistant Exhibitions
Officer, Technician (.5), Technical Assistant
(.25), Marketing Officer (1/5 of .5), Designer
(.2), Front of House (.66). Based on this, the
total contemporary visual arts investment
from Preston City Council is £133,870.
The 12 partner organisations employ 107
people, full time equivalent, and 36 people
part time. Though again, many of these are
working in roles unconnected to the
contemporary visual arts. At least 70 of these
positions are unrelated to the contemporary
visual arts and are attributable to two
organisations, the Harris Museum and Art
Gallery and Lakeland Arts Trust.
The 12 organisations put on more than 80
significantly scaled exhibitions and events
each year, reach an audience of more than
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3.5 million people per year, and actively
enable approximately 80,000 people per
year to participate in projects, and have an
online audience of close to £1 million people.
The most recent figures for international
public arts spending date from as far back as
2000 and suggest that states like Sweden,
France, Canada and Germany have spend
almost double the UK figure of $26 dollar per
head48.
The reality is that the multi-faceted cultural
experiences provided by the NbyNW
partners make reliable or meaningful
numbers problematic. But the bottom line is
that local taxpayers are getting very good
value for money from contemporary visual
arts. These organisations play a key role in
attracting other investment into projects or
buildings, with more than £20 million of
investment directly supported by, or
inspired, by these organisations in the past 5
years.
48

http://www.artscope.net/NEWS/news042500-2.shtml

– the cost per head of population from local
authority budgets is a mere 6p per person
per year. The cost from all public sources has
been put as low as 17p per person per year.
For every £1 spent by local authorities on
these organisation’s core costs, the Arts
Council invests an additional £3.30, the
organisations then generate several more
pounds through fundraising for specific
projects. TO REVISE WITH NEW DATA
We call this the ‘art fundraising elevator’. The
local authority investment shows commitment
and is the seed capital that unlocks a chain of
value. The 12 organisations undertake activities
that attract art-specific project funding of more
than £2m per year. 80% of which is spent in the
local communities (£4.8m). For every £1 spent
on core costs by a local authority more than £9
is spent in the local community.
A conservative estimate of the direct
economic impact of the organisations is in the
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region of £8 million per year (the true figure
in some years may be more than £20 million).

We think there are two different responses to
such numbers:

With even a modest multiplier effect
(comparable to that used in the Lancaster
study) the 12 contemporary visual arts
organisations are probably supporting 340
net additional jobs across Cumbria and
Lancashire.

REACTION ONE – WHOOPEE!
To think they are impressive and to seek to
tell all relevant stakeholders as quickly as
possible. They are great statistics and
compelling evidence to invest in these
organisations.
REACTION TWO - SO WHAT?
To think they are just like the Lancaster Arts
Partnership statistics, and that the likelihood
is that they will make no difference to any real
investment decisions by stakeholders.

Our interviews with external
stakeholders left us
convinced that there are more
fundamental issues at play
here than simply making a
value for money argument…
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Numbers only take you so far…
“To make it happen, we were reliant upon three
key factors. Funders who believed in our work,
and who stuck with us during difficult times. A
strong network of committed, energetic partners.
And a hard-working irrepressible delivery team”.
Nick Hunt, Mid Pennine Arts, on the Panopticons

Nick Hunt is right, the arts organisations need other
people who understand, and ‘believe’ in it enough to
stay committed. That’s the challenge, making people
believe.
Our work has not duplicated a standard economic
impact analysis. Firstly, as we have seen, because a
very robust one has just been completed for the
Lancashire Arts Partnership, and partly because we
think economic analysis has only limited value in
terms of the kind of advocacy required to change
perceptions of key stakeholders. We suspect that
numbers only take contemporary visual arts
organisations so far; showing an impressive rate of
return on investment to local communities should
appeal to a rational local authority, but we think this is
a case of what economists call ‘bounded rationality’.
Our observation would be that the decision makers in
local authorities and other stakeholder organisations

are not making decisions in an ideal world in which
they can weigh the pros and cons of an investment on
its return on investment. These decisions are
inevitably political, and at present made in difficult
circumstances with imperfect information and
understanding of the sector. Many stakeholders do
not have the terms of reference to understand the
contemporary visual arts, and many decisions are
based on ideas about what are, or are not, core
services for local authorities. If funders don’t
understand contemporary visual arts organisations,
or think they are luxuries then cuts are inevitable.
The resulting decisions are understandable, without
being particularly rational, in an economic sense.
We think the evidence, like that produced by the
Lancaster Arts Partnership on economic impact is a
valuable part of the solution, but needs to be made
part of a coherent and strategically relevant
proposition to local authorities and other
stakeholders. Our interviews suggest that the
understanding of the value of the contemporary arts
is limited, and people need simple but robust
narratives, or stories if you prefer, for why this
matters as a core priority.

The untold story of creative influence

The North by Northwest members are involved in a vast range of activities to change their communities for the
better. This is the untold story of why the contemporary visual arts are valuable to Cumbria and Lancashire.

This complexity also makes understanding and impact analysis very difficult. How can you collectively measure
the impact of these influences? How can you measure the value for money for communities of such influences?

This has to be understood as a valuable process in its
own right, and not judged just on direct external
outputs
The problem is simple and has long been recognized
by the sector: the contemporary visual arts are being
cajoled into valuing themselves for external
audiences by their direct, short-term and measurable
outputs. The arts valued by their outcomes, not as an
inherently valuable process. But, as we have seen,

Placemaking requires a number of elements
like ‘cultural vibrancy’ that are very
difficult/impossible to measure with any
degree of credibility because they are
inevitably subjective
Investigating the impacts and influences of
contemporary visual arts organisations shows
them to have powerful indirect, long-term and
largely un-measurable outputs and influences
(see Benefit 9 introduction for a listing of
these).
Both placemaking theory and the case study realities
in Cumbria and Lancashire tell us something really
straightforward – if you value the contemporary
visual arts using current systems you leave out of
the analysis their most important influences.

The closer you look at the contemporary visual arts
you realise that much of their value lies in the
process49 of creation, creative engagement, and in
the act of simply existing. The creative process itself,
almost regardless of the direct outcomes, stimulates
other actors to change. What price do you put on
visionary thinking and influence? When we discuss
with individuals like furniture maker Alex Hutt what
49

We can learn a great deal from people studying culture in other species. W C
McGrew's seminal research on the subject developed a new model for
understanding how to value culture in primates, because he recognised the
impossibility of accessing the subjective thoughts or knowledge of non-human
primates. McGrew recognised that culture is not an end result or measurable
knowledge, it is a process, and should be valued as such. His findings are at the
heart of the frustrations that exist about the restrictive and partially blind way
that our society measures the values of the arts. W C McGrew described culture
as a six step process:
1. A new pattern of behavior is invented, or an existing one is modified
2. The innovator transmits this message to another
3. The form of the pattern is consistent, with recognizable stylistic features
4. The one who acquires the pattern retains the ability to perform it into the
future
5. The pattern spreads across social units in a population
6. The pattern endures across generations
Whilst the people of Cumbrian and Lancashire can tell us more about their
subjective thoughts or knowledge than monkeys, in truth we know little more
about how different kinds of culture affect people in the short, medium and long
term than we do about the interior life of monkeys. W.C. McGrew 1998 "Culture
in Nonhuman Primates?" Annual Review of Anthropology 27
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made him and his business so creative, we find that it
was the process of being ‘immersed’ in creativity and
the creative process 20 years ago not any individual
art work or exhibition. This is why the leading
thinkers on education like Sir Ken Robinson argue for
schools moving towards systems that teach children
to become more creative. As Liz Dwyer, Education
Editor for GOOD magazine recently wrote in an
article entitle ‘How Do We Prepare Kids for Jobs We
Can’t Imagine Yet? Teach Imagination’,
‘When you were a kid, could you, your teachers,
or your parents imagine your current job? Plenty
of us go to work every day in careers that didn't
exist when we were in grade school. How can
schools set the next generation up for success
when we don't have a clear picture of what the
jobs of the future will be? The growing consensus
is that we need to shift schools toward fostering
creativity and conceptual thinking abilities’.
Education is an interesting parallel, generally
speaking we do not reduce the value of education to
the immediate economic impact or performance of
students, we simply accept that the process of
education is something that every child should
experience, and we accept that we will never know
the exact relationship between the curriculum and
what a child might do in later life. The process is
accepted as inherently valuable, because many, or

most, people subject to it will have the tools and skills
to create their own futures. The contemporary visual
arts need to be understood in a similar way, as stimuli
to individuals and communities to encourage them to
think more creatively. We cannot judge or
predetermine where that will lead, just as the artists
at Welfare State International in the 1980s answering
a little boy’s questions (see case study below) could
not have known that the boy would grow up into a
furniture maker fascinated by creative design. The
process unlocks the potential of other actors.
Our research suggests that this it is about more than
schools, it’s about encouraging whole communities to
become more creative, ‘immersing’ them in
creativity and the creative process. It doesn’t mean
all art is high quality or that all arts organisations
should have vast sums of public money thrown at
them. But it does suggest that policymakers locally
need to think carefully about how organisations like
the North by Northwest members can help create
such creative places. Contemporary culture is at
heart an act of faith in people and in the future. An act
of faith rewarded in the short term by some things we
can measure and ‘prove’ and by some things that will
happen in many years time that we cannot now
imagine, yet alone measure. Cultural vibrancy is
effectively what we call it when places give birth to a
multitude of new patterns of thought, and result in
new cultural forms and outputs. It is about places
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stimulating the process of cultural innovation and
evolution – everywhere need this process. And if you
understand it then you have to start to think about

how activities like an art exhibition form part of a
bigger picture of what makes a place vibrant.
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Conclusion: A proven and established idea…
It is easy to forget a very simply truth about the
contemporary visual arts; that the communities of
Cumbria and Lancashire have created and collected
contemporary visual arts for a very long time indeed.

trains with some of the town coffers and journeyed to
London to buy their pick of the contemporary art at
the Royal Academy exhibition, or they directly
commissioned artists to produce work for them.

The radical new idea is to now abandon faith in the
public benefit of the contemporary visual arts, and it
is an idea that should be mistrusted. Somehow in
recent decades ideas about the public purse and
public benefit have become confused and restrictive,
as if all that matters in the modern world are
mundane things like potholes, dustbin collection,
gritting the roads, and hospital cleanliness.
A century ago the community elders of cities and
towns like Lancaster, Carlisle or Preston, had more
faith and belief in the future of their communities, and
they acted to make that future real. They also had
such faith in the contemporary arts that they built
magnificent art galleries, museums or educational
buildings like the Harris in Preston (which might have
cost as much as £100 million in today’s values, and
were partly paid for by private benefactors or public
subscription). But it was more than building grand
buildings in a neoclassical style. They believed in the
arts and put their money (or rather their community’s
money) behind their idea. Each year they boarded

There is a misconception that they were playing a
rather safe game buying conservative art, doing
something less risky that investing in contemporary

art today. Sometimes they were, but on other
occasions they took big risks, buying contemporary
visual artworks that were daring and bold, and
upsetting of local tastes:

gallery as an important public good, part of what
made it a progressive forward looking and civilized
town. There was an acceptance that the public purse
would deliver this public good, because it mattered.

In 1944 in the midst of the Second World War the
Harris Gallery purchased ‘Pauline in the Yellow
Dress’ (painted by Sir James Gunn) after seeing it
exhibited at the Royal Academy. When Pauline in the
Yellow Dress was first exhibited at the Royal
Academy, the Daily Mail described it as the ‘Mona
Lisa of 1944’. Today it is not a particularly daringlooking painting, and even then was relatively
traditional in style, but in 1944 it was controversial.
The painting depicted an elegant, wealthy woman in
full make-up and in elaborate dress during a period
of wartime austerity when clothing was rationed and
cosmetics scarce. She has a certain look in her eyes.

The painting has been on show ever since 1944. It is
part of the cultural identity of Preston, and is held in
deep affection by visitors to the Harris. It has become
part of the visual language of Preston, and
reproduced and re-used in many ways, being now an
important piece of Preston’s heritage.

With hindsight you might ask, what were the elders of
Preston doing buying controversial art whilst the rest
of the civilized world was blowing itself to pieces?
Weren’t there more pressing things to spend council
funds on? Yes. There almost certainly were more
pressing things to spend money on in Preston in
1944. There must have been any number of social or
economic ills that required expensive solutions. But
the elders of Preston didn’t see it that way in 1944.
Like many places at that time, Preston saw its art

The lesson is a simple one, we do not know, and we
cannot know, which contemporary visual art works
people in the future will admire and respect. But by
creating and collecting contemporary work we are
part of a process that may have enormous value in the
future, that may define our communities, and give
them identities that are unique and distinctive… We
are in the same position as the curators of the Harris
in 1944. The world around us is chaotic and money is
tight. But we too have to take risks, risk spending our
money, and to risk having faith in the contemporary
visual arts, and to play our part in a wider
civilization… We have to free ourselves from a
narrow-minded interpretation of the public good of
what is expected of public authorities and return to an
older and proven model of simply accepting that if
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we are civilized, thoughtful and progressive we need
to play our part in the culture of the wider world.

Without this faith and the willingness to act, we risk
being judged as the blinkered generation who
simply could not see beyond narrow accountancy
metrics. Much of the space in this report has been
taken up in evidencing that art works, but there is a
deeper point that is more important, art matters, it
makes us who we are.
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SECTION FIVE

Recommendations for the North by Northwest
Partnership
“Of-course having the courage and tenacity to go
on a journey which begins with a freshly
captured dream, to take others with you, and not
lose sight of it in the process has always been a
challenge. In a society which has long
undervalued reverie and defined those of us who
have been caught staring into the middle ground
through the classroom window as lazy there is
little permission to capture those dreams,
discover their value and even less to act upon
them and realise their potentials”.
Stuart Bastik, Art Gene
Our research suggests to us that the contemporary
visual arts in Cumbria and Lancashire suffer from a
chronic lack of understanding. The role of the arts in
shaping the future of individuals and whole
communities is poorly understood.

This results in under investment in the arts in the
communities that perhaps need the arts the most – the
communities of the North West which already suffer
from being on the economic periphery, struggling to
adapt from an older industrial economic model, or
striving to find new identities that can sustain their
futures.
We believe that the core challenge for the
members of North by Northwest is to address this
lack of understanding, and start to build a wider
constituency of support for the contemporary
visual arts.
On one level it perhaps does not matters if external
audiences ‘understand’ contemporary art and artistic
practices. Contemporary art is often by definition
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radical, challenging, innovative and unlike things that
have gone before. This process of artistic challenging
and innovating inevitably results in many trials and
errors, many false dawns, inflated hopes, baffling art
works, and, frankly, more than a few miserable
failures. But it is a grave mistake to judge the social,
cultural and economic value of the arts on a single
artwork, or small sample of artistic output. Like
business start-ups, because many fail does not
reduce the worth of the process. In fact, like business
start-ups, a healthy society needs many artistic
approaches and innovations. The more seeds are
planted the more likely one is to bloom into
something special.

public investment in the arts is challenged, but we
would argue sometimes mistaken. Whether the sector
likes it or not, external stakeholders (investors
particularly) will, and perhaps should from time to
time, make critical judgments about the performance
of different organisations and initiatives. Whether
those decisions are positive ones for Cumbria and
Lancashire, or not, will depend upon the perceived
quality and impact of the work undertaken by
members. In other words, the North by Northwest
partnership cannot stop external judgments being
made about the arts, but it can influence those
judgments by encouraging excellence, and
communicating its value when achieved.

We believe that the argument about the value of
the contemporary visual arts needs to be
separated from the value of individual artworks,
artists and arts organisations. To argue that all
contemporary artworks, artists, and arts
organisations have equally high value (of
whatever kind) is a mistake, and results in
external stakeholders making decisions about
‘the arts’ based on their critical judgment of
individual examples they experience.

Judgments about the value of the contemporary
visual arts are, of course, subjective and fraught
with difficulty. But, and this is a critical point,
there has to be room for external critical
judgment, and an acceptance that some art will be
deemed more important, and valuable, than
others. North by Northwest should champion the
excellent artworks, artists and arts organisations,
and encourage best practice. It should also
acknowledge that quality is variable, that
standards can be raised, and that a degree of
failure is an acceptable cost of the process.

There is a tendency in times of adversity for the arts
community to circle the wagons around the sector
and shoot at anyone who attempts to initiate reforms
or change the direction and focus of investment. This
is understandable in an age when the very idea of

Many of the most respected and loved historic artistic
movements and styles left audiences initially
confused, troubled, or even downright angry when
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they were first seen (Cubism, Romanticism, ArtNouveau, Impressionism, Surrealism, PreRaphaelites, Arts and Crafts, Pop Art, Brit Art, Etc.
Etc.). One example will suffice; Van Gogh was once
hounded out of the city of Arles by a mob that
thought, with some justification, that he was mad.
But our concern lies not with whether people
understand individual art works, artists of artistic
practices, but instead with a loss of faith in the
importance of the arts as a whole to the communities
of the North West. This is a failure of imagination and
understanding, and, worse, it represents a poor
understanding of the economic development
process. Culture and creativity have perhaps never
been so important in the economic development of
Cumbria and Lancashire, and curiously have also
perhaps never been so undervalued by local,
regional and national decision makers. There is, of
course, a danger of being seduced by a reductionist
argument that reduces the value of the arts to its
contributions to GVA and a narrow form of
economics, but we believe that many external
stakeholders need to better understand the value of
the arts to the economic development process,
because that is their frame of reference, and it is
likely to remain so. This is a winnable argument.
Whilst arts practitioners are allergic to the idea of
comparisons – fearing their uniqueness is being
compromised in the process – external stakeholders

need to see what success looks like, with reference to
other communities across the globe. An example:
The ‘Guggenheim Effect’ (E.g. the impact you can
have on a place by building an iconic building or
cultural venue) is a regeneration cliché – but it's a
cliché that is understood, and which has
persuaded people in many places around the
world to spend significant amounts of money (not
always wisely, but that is another story) on
‘iconic’ buildings or cultural venues to put their
communities on the map50.
If the North by Northwest partnership want to achieve
a step-change in investment and support for the
contemporary visual arts in Cumbria and Lancashire
then one of the tools required will be easily
understood examples of the impact that can be
achieved. We recommend that North by Northwest
think carefully about using case study examples from
around the world that can be readily understood
about the impact of investing in the contemporary
visual arts to bring about positive impacts on rural,
peripheral, provincial, or post-industrial
communities. The message is not that the specific art
would be copied, but that faith in the arts produces
results for comparable communities. This is the crux
of the issue, because at present this faith is lacking.

50

List ‘iconic’ cultural venue projects around world…
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To achieve the above aspirations we think there are
two key actions that can be initiated by the North by
Northwest partnership:

problem and I wanted to be sure we are funding the
right ones with the little monies we now have
available.”

Sharing experiences on stakeholder engagement
Some of the NbyNW member organisations appear to
be much more effective at being understood and
valued by external stakeholders than others. One
example will suffice, in the course of our research
and interviewing of external stakeholders we
received this feedback from a supportive local
councillor:

This councillor, like many others, is a passionate
supporter of the contemporary visual arts and waxes
lyrical about its value to their local community, but
was clearly struggling to understand and defend
investment in the other N by NW organisation. From
their perspective one organisation had an
understandable focus and explained itself well to
councillors, the other had done it badly. N by NW can
facilitate a solution to this, if members are willing to
acknowledge the issue and work on a solution. In our
experience, getting communication with others right
has a challenging first step of facing up to the
problem first, and seeing the issue at hand through
the eyes of others.

“Just last month had a meeting with our Arts Officer
asking about various organisations and how they look
into their accounts and achievements in relation to how
we help them with grants. Before I went I asked 3
people I met who are connected in some way to Art and
others who were local councillors about what they felt
about X (A NbyNW member organisation) and they all
said they couldn’t understand what they were trying to
do, another who was involved in the arts and likes to
support organisations said she had been several times
and couldn’t get a feel of what they were trying to
achieve and had a cold feeling about the place. The
councillor couldn’t identify with what they were
offering? … I still don’t understand their organisation.
They could do with working with Y (another NbyNW
member organisation) to learn a few points. My reason
for speaking to council officer was that we have rather
too many organisations to help fund, which can be a

We would suggest that N by NW partners
collaborate on helping each other understand
external perceptions of the N by NW organisations
and their work, and then share best practice to
remedy the issues that emerge. Effectively acting
as critical friends, and the successful ones
mentoring others to improve communication.
We recommend that the processes of measuring,
understanding and communicating the value of
the arts to others, started by this commission, be
continued into the future. There is a pressing need
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for collaboration on communicating the value of
the CVAs to external stakeholders.
There is a legitimate question about whether
numbers and the instrumentalist approach to
justifying the arts is the best path to take. The North
by Northwest partners face some challenges in
creating meaningful numbers that run across the
partners. Any given measurement as we have
discovered in this study, raise problems:
Tourism impact: Several of the NbyNW partners are
effectively visitor attractions/venues. They attract
collectively significant numbers of people each year.
But critically some of the members have virtually no
contact with visitors so an average figure is false and
misleading.
Participation: It is relatively easy to collate the
participation numbers for the NbyNW members, but
whether the resulting figure has any meaning is
questionable. The nature of participation is so
different across the member organisations that
collated numbers do not provide much
enlightenment.
Similar issues affect almost every common impact.
There is a major issue about proportionality here:
how much is it sensible to invest in evidencing an
impact? Can individual, relatively small, projects
really be asked to monitor their impact on whole

communities at a macro level, or on individuals over
longer periods of time? Better perhaps to view
creativity as a process, and individual projects as part
of a continuum of creative change.
One very practical way in which this can deliver
mutual value would be in collaborating on
coordinating press visits across N by NW
venues/projects, and potentially doing this
through coordinating activities to achieve a
critical mass at certain moments in the calendar.
This is a model that has proven successful for
Marketing Manchester with heritage attractions
through the ‘Modern History’ marketing
campaign.
And finally, a day will hopefully come when the UK is
not under such severe fiscal constraints, when
investment will start to be available once more (from
public or private sources) and external stakeholders
will start to make decisions about what activities and
initiatives offer the best chance to deliver positive
change to communities to help them prosper and
thrive. Now may seem like the worst possible time to
plan ahead and dream bigger dreams, but it might
just be the right time to start to plan for the future:
North by Northwest members should start to
explore how they individually and collectively
could make a bigger and more ambitious
proposition to external stakeholders for positive
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social, cultural, economic changes to the North
West. Effectively developing a strategy for the
contemporary visual arts in Cumbria and
Lancashire that not only recovers ground lost
recently but which is about ‘transformational
change’.
This strategy should be aimed at addressing the
challenges and issues of the societies in which the
organisations sit. North by Northwest partners must
keep faith in the idea that art can change the world,
and start to champion this idea. If the N by NW
members don’t believe in the power of the
contemporary visual arts then nobody else will.

If N by NW members can champion that concept very
loudly, publically, patiently, and with a robust and
evidenced argument, then they might just convert
others. The authors of this report believe that
Cumbria and Lancashire needs the contemporary
visual arts more than even the member organisations
realise. An intellectual battle needs to be fought and
won, or Cumbria and Lancashire will remain a
marginal zone for the contemporary visual arts, with a
tide of investment spreading northwards from
Manchester and Liverpool in the good times, then
receding south when times get hard.
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APPENDIX 1 – THE POPULATION NUMBERS
Town/city population
Barrow
Lancaster
Lancaster University
Grizedale
Coniston
Blackpool
Preston
Kendal
Ulverston
Burnley
Carlisle

59,000
134,000
13,000
<500
850
143,000
114,000
27,500
11,000
73,500
72,000

Population in close
proximity
Population of close
proximity +
districts/boroughs

648,350

Cumbria
Lancashire

487,000
1,450,000

District/Borough
population
72,000
134,000
43,000 LDNPA
100,000 Furness
143,000
132,000
104,000
104,000
87,300
100,000

1016650
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Population of total NbyNW
area

1,937,000

Comparator cities
Glasgow
Liverpool
Manchester
Edinburgh

560,000
440,000
420,000
450,000

TOTAL

1,870,000
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